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Everything
Augusta, Me., Aug. C.
at the camp of the state
niilitla to receive the troops when
they arrive here on Wednesday. The
First Regiment started from Har
woods, a, station on ihe Maine Central, a few miles west of Richmond,
at noon, today. Although the dis
l a nee to the Augusta camp grounds
is oiiiy twenty-fou- r
miles the troops
wi'.; rake fwi
days in getting here.
Tonight tiii'y will camp at Ieeoorro,
tomorrow night in Gardiner.
The
troops w i; remain here until August
11. whi'ti they will return h me.
A
days later the Second Regiment
will take possession oi the camp. The
camp has been named Camp Cobb in
honor of the governor. The camp will
!e under lie command of Colonel Lucius H. Kendall, w hile the First R
occ upies it.
is ready

f.--

Spanish War Veterans.
N. Y.. Aug. 'i
The three
days' state encampment of the United
Spanish War Vet.rans of New i hik
opened here this morning at the City
hall, with several hundred deiega'es
in a' tenuance. Mayor Gaus delivered
of welcome, to which sevan
eral resp use, were made. The business . ssiotis of the encampment wi!!
be held in tin- City hill and department tie;iiiiU u teis have been established at .! New Keiinn re. The program ut.ic ii has been arranged for the
inthree days of the encampment
cludes an niit iii u at Klecric Park, an
Park,
other . n'.-- aiiiment a'
an I a river excursion.
Albany.
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Arguments
be-

today
Tbn principals were in
attendance and followed the
wita interest.
gun
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FEELS

SLIGHT THRILLS
ANOTHER SHOCK LAST NIGHT
PERCEPTIBLE TO THOSE
AWAKE BUT NO DAMAGE DONE.

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Socorro, N. M Aug. G. Another
slight eartnquake suoek, similar to
the many felt here tne past month or
more, was perceptibly telt last night
by these awake at tne time, but no
damage was done thereby. Some
there were- who claimed last night's
t
Kin
a ttr t frk
Liiinau'lt'it ri
mogt of tne otul.r8 but ,f Bucn
was the case It was not noticed by
the majority or our inhabitants. The
town ua8 eutirely resumed its usual
8late Hnco lne numerous quakes of
iaHt n,(,ntii, anu no one attributes any
danger to the little trembles naw felt
occasionally,
-

k

J

S'.-if-

KENDRICK ARRIVES ON

DRIVE

OUT COMPETITION

IN THE SOUTH AND WEST

Is grand Jury called

followers luke-- j
opposition and re- -i
bell Ion against the strike orders. Tho
central committee of the Railroad
Men's Union hns not yet, so far as Is
known,
issued formal erders
to
TEAMSTERS HOLDING
strike.
If the train service is not
standstill ri,e collapse
ANNUAL CONVENTION
"?ht
wi
iud Diunc iiiu eiuuui is luevie- able.
Strike Crushed at Capital,
!.
New
ork, Aug.
Lithograph
Late this afternoon it was evident
work and printing, representing thou
sands of dollars, is' tied up in this city that tle government had practically
as a consequence of the strike of succeeded n crushing the organUa- lithographcrs and assistants. Enipl y tlon of strike leaders here. The cen
ers do not conceal tho fact that the tral committee of the social demo
was captured and placed in the
strike Is likely to cause them itti ' crats
greatest
mense monetary loss. The president Pr,"n enl Iy today and theevolution-firms
nf"8ln pt2.vJUUll ln hf
f one of the largest lithograpning
6
reV,,U"
in the city last night estimated tlonl!it9
8CO
'
'
the number of strikers here at 8.000
W,J "?ah"J
and the total In tne country at 20,000
a.Znrf
ThB Sh'
"
s
or abou
the whole numb
decided f await the re- cl men directly associated with this mlttee
,t f th
t ,k
b f
t M
6
attempting to order out the men.
f
ob- - UVeae8(Iay
slst that ,1!
V only purpose is
,3 now tne day on wbicn
tain shorter work days but some em- - tl
Ba
railroad etrlke wlu be.
ployers say the real point at issue is K,n- - Tne tne
employes of the several
sul.stltion of open for closed Bhop.
8treet railway lines, who struck on
Saturday, have jsumed work.
REFERENDUM BETTER
THAN CONVENTIONS TRADES COMMITTEES ARE
ARRESTED BY THE POLICE.
Chicago. 111.. Au?. 6. The annual
Moscow, Aug. 0. All railroad staof
convention
International
the
Brotherhood of Teamsters cpened tions this morning were occupied by
here today with a large attendance, the troops and heavy reinforcements
representing
tvery state in the were sent to the Industrial sections.
Union.
Tne convention promises to. The police are arresting members of
be of unusual Importance.
The re all central committees of the trades
cent big teamsters strike in this city unions. No trains left Moscow this
will be thoroughly discussed in all its morning over the Kazan railroad.
phases and bearings. It is also expected that a proposition-wil- l
be dis- EXEREME WEATHER PREVAILS IN THE EAST.
conto
discontinue
further
cussed
New York, Aug. 6. With the temventions and conduct 'all matters of perature
78 degrees and the humidity
business relative to the bodies of 83 per cent,
this afternoon, today
throughout
a
country
by
unions
the
promises to prove as oppressive as
referendum vote. ...any organizations yesterday,
which was recorded as the
have accomplished this scheme and it hottest weather
of the year. Three
has many friends in the ranks of the deaths
many prostrations were
teamsters. The abolition of conven- reported and
today and thousands
tions would result in a great saving hastened early
to nearby resorts in quest
of money.
of cooler atmosphere. One man sleeping on a fire escape, today fell to the
Money Market.
street and was killed.
New York, Aug. tj. Money en can,
Later: At 2 o'clock this afternoon
steady, 2'4W 3 per ceat; prime mer- the government thermometer registper cent; sli- ered 91, making this the hottest day
cantile paper.
ver 64
per cent.
of the year.
i

STILL

ow

tion, the general strike promises to
prove a complete failure. Although
the liberals are strongly opposed to
the course of the government they
shrink from particpating In a revolu- tlon and the horrors of civil war. Not
only Is the symputhy of the public

BY

One Hundred Soldiers and Employers Say Open Shop
the Question of Dispute
Constabulary Are Now
and Not Work Day.
in Hot Pursuit.

Manila, Aug. 6. A hundred and fifty
pierced military cordon, burned municipal buildings, killed
of
the town, two 'members of the conAby-yostabulary and three policemen at
Island lxyte. A hundred soldiers
and constabulary are In purslt of the
raiders. Major Crawford and Capt.
Knauber, with Lieutenant and eight
cmstabulary men, were ambused by
Iggorotes while shooting the rapids of
Abulung river, Luzon, on a" raft.
Crawford, Knauber and iv men were
w minded
with arrows.

Chicago Special Grand Jury
Began Investigation of Special Rates Used to

Chicago, III., Aug.

From-Mosc-

St, Petersburg, Aug. 6. Unless dls-u- a
ten eg from the interior, within a
few hours, entirely change the situa-

THE STRIKE

THREE OFFICERS AND
EIGHT MEN AMBUSHED

m.m

IN

the Present Center of Political Disturbances.

JUDGE J. I. MUUJ.NS READING A RERUKE
TO
THE SUPREME
COURT FROM HIS BENCH THE OTHER INDEPENDENT JUDGES.

PULAJANES

m

Denver Corporations Must Stand
Investigation Before Judge
CAPITAL BUT PROVINCES
Llndsey For Frauds.

hi

-

mam

HI MIL UHH

Russian Revolution or Sends
Out False Telegrams to
Strengthen Credit.
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Hunje divorce case were
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SUFFRAGE FOR WOMENTHE LEAGUE FOR

Denver. August 6. In this state, where equal suffrage for women wai
expected to be a civic safeguard, It has proven necessary to discredit the
highest court in order to arouse the public to the fact that free government
Is stifled.
To dissipate apatby is now the rsal battle of the League for Honest
CASHIER HAS ABSCONDED
Elections, whose sincerity for reform is as marked and aggressive as the
evil to which it is opposed.
It mav have been expected that wo- AWAY
IS
PRESIDENT
AND
manhood with its high ideals, its love.
of purity and its quick conscience
would long ago have cured Colorado
On the otner mind,:
Clearance House Committee Find of lis public ills.conditions,
If every wo- under existing
$700,000 in Bogus Notes. Acman In that state were tovcte and fori
the same candidate, tbey could not
cording to Chicago News.
accomplish anything. Votes are rarely
counted as cast, and electoral frauds
apChicago, III., Aug. 6. The Milwau are given the seal of almost legal
proval.
one
bank,
the
of
kee Avenue State
These Four Rule.
. largest outside
of the down town dis
Denver is not only Denver, but. it is
trtct, and having deposits of over
$3,000,000. today closed its doors, fol Colorado. It also is the seat of the
lowing a run. The first intimation of machine. Four uig publicG.service corEvans' offrom Win.
trouble was the appearance at the porations ruleMajestic
building.
'Bill"
fice
in
the
bank of twenty policemen, who had
Is head of the Tramway Co.
been dispatched to prevent the an- Evans
ticipated disorders, the police depart the gas monooly which charges $1.10
for gas; the telephone
ment having been notified officially per thmousand
part of tne Bell trust; and
that one of the officers of the bank company,
had absconded. The suspicion of the the water company, private concern
depositors was aroused by the sight with extortionate rates, are its accomof the policemen stationed in front plices. These four are in the saddle
of the bank and in a short time large and riding hard.
Making a Senator.
demanding
were
their
numbers
They will name the next United
money. The turbulence of the crowd
was finally quelled by the police States senator, adding to the special
interests galaxy in that plutocratic
men.
bcdy a perfectly "safe
man. They
Savings of Working People.
already limited the possible se
The bank was organized in 1890 by have
to their own attorney, Chas.
Paul O. Stensland, who is president. lection
Hughes, or to Simon Guggenheim,
surplus,
$250,000;
capital
was
The
who came from Wall street a year ago
$250,O(H). Of three million in deposits,
head of the smelter trust, already
the
the
were
part,
Is
said,
the larger
it
savings of working people. President measured for the toga.
Changing an Election.
Stensland is now in Minnesota on a
Jtsse .McDonald is tne governor.
vacation. Henry W. Herring, the This
crisis in Colorado's civic affairs
'ROSS" RILL EVANS.
cashier, Is missing, and a warrant,
charging him with embezzlement, has started two years ago In the election
which McDonald Is the accident. and city with the exception of three
been sworn out. State Hank Exam- of
people believed they elected local oinelals. The star of these is
iner C. C. Jones issued a statement The
Alva Adams governor. The machine Judge Ben H. Llnusey, famous over
that the whereabouts of three officers di
dnot want Adams. It went to the the United States as the father of
of the bank are unknown to him, and supreme
and readily obtained the Juvenile court. The others are
the bank Is without an official head. a blanket court
injunction which was used Judge Frank T. Johnson, elected bein
Theodore Stensland has been
citizens election fore the complete reign of Boss Evans
charge of the bank during the ab- to cow the anti-gan- g
in an election not without doubtful
sence of his father, the' president. officers and candidates.
the ballots show features, and Judge J. I. Mulllns, who
Last Saturday he discovered that the ed The first cotinf'ot
Adams elected. The sunrenie was counted a friend of the old elec- bank was In a serious condition, and
notified Cashier Herring that there court at once issued contempt orders, jtlon pirates, but now decidedly out-'thwould be an investigation this morn There nd been crookedness on both spoken against the ring.
ing. The bank is now in the hands sides. The supreme court ended Its' The laws of the state are well
labors when enough precincts had udapted to the working of tne gang
of the auditor of the state.
been tnrown out to show the
system, 'there is no grand Jury,
Gambling is Charged.
tion of Governor 1'eabody. The latter except by special call.
Under the
mostly
The patrons ol the bank are
salved an outraged public by resigning latest decision of the court, these spe-anA
statement
Polish working people.
the lieutenant governor on his cial calls seem to be barred from
issued June 19, gave the liabilities at
McDonald, became the. figure-'- . vesjgating anything.
The criminal
$:i,115.183
were
$4,407,474. of which
head.
machinery oi the state rewards or
depossavings deposits and $Sti9,891
Making all Snug.
punishes as the vrioratioiis will.
its subject to check. The loans and
Since then the corporations have'
It Is to perpetuate this system the
discounts, all said to bo good, amount strengthened themeselves
are committed at
until new gravest of
to $3,223,172. Reports were general they are conceded to control the state the polls. frauds
that the defalcation would amount to
$200,000. It is said that one of the
officials had been gambling on horse
races. Theodore Stensland said his
CELEBRATION
OF SOME WEEK OF PLEASURE HAS
father would return tomorrow.
Million Dollars on Hand.
This afternoon Theodore Stensland
said he did not believe Cashier Her
BEEN PROVIDED
rings' acounts were wrong or that
Herring had absconded. The cashier,
he said, was accustomed to be absent
Friendship, N. V., Aug. . The celefor two or three days at a time, and
Newport, R. I., Aug. G. Newport's
nrobab'.v had gone now for a short bration of the one hundredth anniof the founding of this vil- great carnival celebration opens today
vacation. The bank had over a mil versary
lage legan here today, and will con- and during the rest, of the week there
lion dollars, cash in hand.
tinue through the week. An elaoorate will be a constant whirl
Shortaae Has Increased.
events, in- "It program has been arranged for the eluding automobile and tfyacht races,
The Dally News today says:
develops today that the Milwaukee celebration and the festivities have a rowing regatta, parades, exercises
by school children, concerts and a
Street Bank has been looted to the attracted a large rotniber of visitors
This number
extent of $700,000. This amount, In from the surrounding districts.
of social fetes on a large
bogus notes, it is stated, was found by village was founded in 180fi by Rich- and elaborate
The special
scale.
Kinga member of the clearing house com ard Friar, who came here from
event on the program for today is a
Oniers soon
ston and settled.
mit tee.
thirty miles automobile race, In whicn
As the size of the settlement a
number of the most prominent s
arose among ciety
increased dissentions
people of this city will take
the people and the strife was so h:t part. The squadron
vof the New York
- MATTERS ALL MILITARY that the place was called Figuting
, .
acht Club, which started from New
v.
'
:, ; V,' ,
London this forenoon, is expected

i:i

OR

NUMBER

HONEST ELECTIONS FACES APPALLING CONDITIONS

Four and Half Million Liabili
ties Consisting of Working People's Savings.

MORE PUBLICITY IN
VERY DISGUSTING

loot;.

6.

The special

by Judge K. M.

Lan-dl-

s

for me purpose of investigating
the rebate charges against the Standard OH company, convened today and
at once began with the hearing of tho
testimony. The evidence will be similar to that gathered before the grand
Jury In Cleveland recently, when It
was charged that the Standard Oil
company had received benefits from
the Lake Shore Railroad company In
the form or direct reuates ami favors
in storage charges.
The case is attracting a great deal
of interest and it is expected that a
bitter fight will be made uy the Oil
trust.. Every effort will be made by
the state to push the matter to a finish as rapidly as possioie, to bring the
matter to a direct issue before the
courts.

r

Railroads May Be Involved.
The investigation Into methods of
the Standard Oil company by the
United States government, begun ln
Cleveland several weeks ago, was resumed here today. The SDeclal erand
Jury will report before Judge Bethea,
ana is to pass the week considering;
rebate charges and secret railroad
agreements, by which it has been declared that the Standard Oil company has been forcing its competitors
out of the market.' "A number of railways centering in Chicago are In
danger of being drawn Into the struggle. The grand Junction combine
rate and the alleged discriminatory
rate to East St. Louis are asserted
to have given the Standard Oil company a monopoly In the south and in
the southwest.
The government
forces will be directed by Charles B.
Morrison, who directed the beef prosecution. He will be aided by District Attorney J. J. Sullivan of Cleveland. John S. Miller has been retained as the head of the defense.
DENVER

GRAFTERS MUST
STAND FOR TRIAL.
Denver, Colo., Aug. 6. District
Judge Booth A .Malone today refused
to grant a writ of prohibition to prevent the Investigation in the county
court of the alleged frauds at election in May, at whlct, on the face
of returns, franchises were granted
the Denver City Tramway and Gas
and Electric companies. The investigation is set for tomorrow before
Judge Ben B. Lindsay.
TO DEVOTE $50,000 A YEAR

TO PROHIBITION CAUSE.
Aacoma, Wash., Aug. 6. J. B. Martin, a Cincinnati hotel keeper, declares he will devote the proceeds of
his Alaska mining properties, up to
$50,000 a year, to the cause of prohibition in the United States.
He
says that eventually the prohibition
party will wipe out the liquor traffic
in America. Martin is en route to
Alaska to start development work at
his mines.

TOUR OF INSPECTION
SHELTERS
MANY
"BRASS COLLARS"
TODAY.
LIST OF OFFICERS.

ALVARADO

r tomorrow is Quite

At no time since the convention of
place was quite a center In Tne Ium York
l,a8Stnr
aenls was ueiu at vie airace
Yacht
the
Club
Astor
for
Iter Industry in this part of the coun cups; a twelve-oa- r
l"c '"UB ul
'ca, ofi".
race
cutter
be
,'
l'"'
saw- mills In
try and had twenty-fivcrews from American
'
oy.uvrn
111 ni
Vlt-- l a .'111.
1 DC
are
lounging
in the'
as
railroad
officials
"
and Rritlsh warships: a parade and
oiened in 1810, and religlius services exercises by 3,0ili) school children: shade of Its broad vetandas this after-were started about the same time. (iymkhanna, an
exhibi- n ;ou. Tho main line officials present
The first child born In the village tion and a general automobile
were J. W. Kendncli, second vice
illumination
of the president
was Sherman Hopkins, IM'S; the first fit y
of Santa Ke system; Walker;
night.
and
harUir
at
death tnat of Hattie Friar in the same, On Wednesday the King's Cup ra e IX Hinea, general counsel for the road
year, and the first marriage was that! will be sailed.
Then there will be a in New York City; J. K. Hurley, gen-of James Sanford and Sally Harrison .grand military and naval parade. 'with eral manager, with office ut Chicago;
in 1S"'J.
The village contributed 81 ;J ,)M(( m(,n
jamU ofCeneral Superintendent TL J. I' arker,
men to ti.e linon army .lining thenmglc an() (n jh(? evtnjnff t,ere wU Superintenuents James Kurn ami W.
Civil war.
aupenineiiueiii oi .Macninery
bo a gorgeous harbor fete. The pro l.uvm, General aioieheepei
uram ti,r Tlinr.leiv.
varlit
"'"
When
e
hf clubs of Nar- - M. Rice, C. M. Taylor, mechanical su Aug! V-- The
? '
New Britain:
perintendent of the eastern grand diof this city win begin their
'sb.n
.i .... .. ,.t...m.i.i.o vision, and Division Master Mechanic,
,irorp
,UB
celebration of the anniversary
. i ii'Miii,
The coast line ofllcials
. J. M. Drury.
iiinaii jiiiiaiii- - in ii.
ine aii.
roming oi u.e e.e, . mm., . ,
night
a grand carnival present were G iieial Superintendent
will
be
there
this tveninz with a big gathering and' parade, with a general masked carni I. L. Hil.bard, Chief Kngineer C. A.
concert in the iast Main Street arm- val. The week of festivltbs will close Morres. and Division Superintendent
ory. The conct rt w ill lie i articipated m Friday
with the motor boa race's E. J. Gibson
in bv tae Tetitonia Maennenchor., the under the auspices of the National
"We just accompanied Mr. Kendrick;
sing(Martette- - Club and the Hartfji'd
and Mr. nines out over the road, while
of
Club
Boat
America.
Motor
ing societies, assisted by the AmeriMr. keudrick is making his semi an can orchis ra. After the concert there CONCORDIA SOCIETY CELE- nual general Inspection tour that's
will be a
by H. Cronau of
Mr Hnrlev
BRATES GOLDEN JUBILEE. all was the verbal reas-.New Yoik on the subject of "The
gave for the gataeiing.
Ky.,
UmlsviHe,
Aug.
6.
ConThe
Hermans in America." and .1 w ill wind
Tile maTn line officials with th exup witn a magnificent bail. Tomorrow cordia hinging swift y. one of the lead- ceptlon of Mr. Keudrick, Mr. Hinesi
ing
organizations
this
city,
musical
of
there will be a paraue oi the German
and Mr. I.ovell, will return east
singing and Turner societies in the is celebrating its Golden Junilee toon a special wniea win have
ciety
organized
day.
was
s
in
The
forenoon and the rest of the day will
alxiut S o'clock.
enjoyed
an
ls5ti
lias
unbroken
and
tie devoted to a popular celebration
Mr. Keudrick ainl party will conand picnic, with popular games, gym- and active career of fif'y years. Mr. tinue wes' ward tomorrow acc
of
best
Stengei,
one
the
known
nastic drills and exhibit ions by the Urban
by the coast i ii j officials.
Turners, singing by the urioiis so- German cittz.ns of luisvi!le. Is the
soorganizer
surviving
only
of the
cieties and dancing.
ROOSEVELT ENTERTAINS AT
J. Mueller is the presiciety. .loM-pAT OYSTER BAY TODAY
fcixty-fiv(lent.
now
has
society
Opening of Indian Country.
The
ti
Oyster Hay, Aug
Hint ii. v...a.. Aug. tj. TIit fifth an- - active and
honorary members. Hoosevelt today en eitained President
at Sagaiiier.-ar- y
of the opening of the Kiowa many of whom are successful busines., more iiol, th elargest luncheon
party
a:i, Comanche country is being cele- - men of this city.
winch has gat here, tliere this season
bra ed today not only in tint city, but
f
'he celebration Senator Penrose today paid his
The main feature
)
In Anadarko,
Hobart, Apache, is a grand conceit and icnic w hich vi.-- lt of the season to the president.
.
l.awton and other points v.ittiin the (will be held this aft.rnoou at
The celebrations will be iniiiix I'aik. All the German singing
Metal Market.
the form of outings with addresses by societies of Louisville and New 'Al-pNew York, Aui;.
Lead, quiet,
speakers.
mlnent
bany will assist in the celeL: ;tlon.
j.Vj; cipper, rl mi.

THREE HUNDRED
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Brazil Bishop Lost Because Passenger
ain
Forcibly Took His Life
Commits Suicide.
Belt-Capt-

i

Ity-tu-

-

nipa-niei-

I

al-i-

I'hoe-territory-

r

tlvui'gi.

AA1ERICAN STEAMER ALSO ASHORE

SHIP

wrecked steamer, Sirlo, received a
dispatch last night purporting to
come from the captain of the Sirlo,
reserving his report of the details of
the wreck, but saying luul the crew
were safe. This raises the possibility of tho captain having ultimately
been rescued.
Creat Excitement Among People.
Uenoa, Italy, Aug. ti. The loss of
the steamer Sirlo caused Intense
among relatives and friends
of the Italian passengers and crew,
most of whom lived in this vicinity.
The crowd assumed a threatening aspect against the officers of the Italian
Navigation company, to which the
Sirio belonged, declaring that the
facts were being suppressed.
The
Sirio had seen twenty-thre- e
years of
service, but was considered in sea- worthy condition

Carte, ana. Spain, Aug. C. Reports o'clock. The vessel settled rapidly
continue to arrive of terrible scenes and a terrible panic eusued among
on Saturday the 772 persons on bourd, of whom
att(.llllillK Ule wreck,
, .,. 643 were passengers.
,
Fishermen
... .,
1 w
along shore put out in their boats and
Italian steamer sirio, iroin uenoa, vial rescued many. Captain I'arqdi, after
liarcelutia and other ports, for Buenos doing what he could for the passen
Ayres, resulting in ine loss oi over gers, committed suicide. It is report ,i'Mi lives,
rtiuuus uiuse urowucj was ed that lie said tho wreck was caused
Ihe bishop of San I'aulo, llra.ll. His by hia Imprudence, lie was ,i years AMERICAN STEAMER IS
drowning is attributed to the action old. and had had 4o years experience!
SUPPOSED ASHORE
oi an Argentine passenger, wno lor- - In navigation.
The steamship was
New Iondon, Conu., Aug. 0. The
cibly took from him the life belt with owned by the Xavlgazioiie Italian of steamer Puritan, of the Fall River
which lie had provided himself.
line, Is reported ashore west of
Genoa.
One Italian woman kept her three
Captaln Unfortunate Before.
lighthouse. A tug has been
children atioat on a plank until they
Captain l'aradi is said to have sent to the steamer's assistance. The
were ail picked up, A bridegroom, formerly commanded the Perseus, Puritan was bound from New York
w ho was on his honeymoon, lost his
which sank off Cartagena. Many pas- - to Fall River. The fog over the
wife and sis'er.
of tho Sirlo were on deck bor is dense.
Captain Guineppe
l'aradi, com- - when t.ie s'eamer disappeared. The'
Onlv Broken Shaft.
munder of the steamer, in order to boats were so overcrowded that a
it was learned that the Purl- shorten tie' course, proposed to pass number of them immediately
cup - tan had not run aground, but had
as close as possible to the danger- - sized.
'broken her shaft and anchored off
oils rocky b'.lu'.M surrounding lloiin- Kight hundred
Sarah's
igas Maud. Wliiie running at full
May Have Escaped.
sengers, bound for Fall River, from
hpeed. wi'hout warning.
Rome, Aug. 0. Tho Italian Navl-- j New York, were transferred to tha
the Sirio
company,
crashed upon the rocks about 5 gation
owners of the railroad by tugs.
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duty, and his greatness
Ish In a night.

would

van- -

The repetition here oi these self- riMUke Dally Ml Weekly ky
evident truths might seem out "of
were It not for the attempts in
Tie Citizen Publishing Company place
many quarters to make Hie people be
at Poetofflpe for tranemleelon through the lieve they no longer have any real
Mil as Mcond class matter.
voice in the affairs of their government. So long as men are at hirst for
fnme ami ahunger for public i trice,
long as fame and public ollice
and
Wl ON
LA BE L
are held at the disposal of the peo
ple. Just fi) long wnl the people be
in the government, when-eve- r
OfflaUI Paper of Rernalillo County
they see fit to exercise thtlrl
and City of Albuquerque.
power.
In attempting to prove the
Afttraotn
Pimi
Diirtchi.
hmkM
that the people no longer have any
Urjett City and County Clreulitlos.
influence with their public servants.!
Tfcs Lircnt Ntw Mexico ClrcuUttos.
In'g'tt NortS.m Arlroni Crrul1'o. the statement Is frequently made that
Speaker Cannon and other stand-pat-'
TIRM8 OF SUBSCRIPTION: 15.00 ters In congress are- defying public
W autll. en year In aavance.
matter
sentiment
in
revision
of
Mir
the
bmttr kr
month
Speaker Cannon and
LOO of the tariff.
alii a snail,P"on year
the other stand patters nrp doing nothby Carrier, 60c per month ing of tne sort. They think they are
following public sentiment. At least,
Twm Erafraa Crnrrw will be dellrored In the
are following the
tke low rati of 10 cent per week, or for 60 they think they
?
course calculated to secure the elec-- !
mM par montn, wnen paw morn n it.
tion of the largest possible number
Jirirtlilng Rates Hade Known on Application of republicans to the sixtieth conus gress. Inst tail of being in an attitude
win eenfer a faror by nntlf
wrtilliwi
of defiance, the haunting fear tnat
oi mo paper.
dtetalr on any
road
Ll Mlm and remittance should be sddreeeeri to they may have choren the wrong sleep-ness
Pvhmrhino Company. Inrafta, causes them troubled days and
Otiuh
Til
money
express
orders
efceeka. poetofflee and
nights. They would fall over
of
the
order
payable
the
to
eaade
be
,ul
one another in changing front were
they fully convinced they were in
WUfi TILIPMONIll
Th re isn't a republican member
Colorado 15
Aatomaflc I S3
of congress who wouldn t be rampant
to rrevislon of the tariff if he thougut
a majority of his voting constituents
felt that way about. It. All ot which
WASHINGTON
goes to show that General Hancock
wasn't far wrong wnen he" "said the
tariff was a local issue. It certainly
is l eal to troubled statesmen who
are hi an agony oi dread lest they
euess wrong on the direction in which
the cat intends to Jump.
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LETTER FULL

OF POLITICS

But Interesting and Non

Partisan in Discussion
of

Situations.

ROOSEVELT AND BRYAN, THE

Members of congress who come to
Washington these days, and most of
thtm manage to get here at least
once during the course of a summer,
relate that Interest in Mr. Bryan's
presidential boom overshadows al
most every other political question,
aside from the query vital to republicans, "Who can we name to successfully oppose mryan In 19087' Those
who propound the question almost invariably are ready with an answer.
It is Ro sevelt, they declare, else de
feat.
A
period of about twenty-thremonths must elapse before tile convening of the next republican national
convention, a great many things
may happen In that time, but Just
now republicans are scared and they
do not take the trouble to conceal It.
a possibility, of course, that
There
within the next twj- years Roosevelt
or Bryan, or botu, may do or say
something to remove them as presidential possibilities.
But if things
go on uncnanged, is the prediction
that comes from the four points of
the compass, it will be a walko-ve- r
for Bryan unless
is his
opponent.
if, when the republican national
convention meets In the summer of
1908, it appears that Bryan's election
is certain unless Roosevelt is noniln
ated for a third term, what do you
suppose the convention is going to
do? Do- you suppose Roosevelt's dec
laration that he did not want and
would not accept a third term will
have great weight with the delegates
to that convention? Do you suppose
they would - tamely nominate a man
who they were convinced had no
chance to win, or do you believe they
would follow the logic of the situation
and place Roosevelt again at the head
of the ticket? And, if another ques
tion may he asked without lese males
what do you suppose Mr. Roosevelt
would d? if the convention nominated
him for president and then adjourned,
and the delegates went home without
waiting for any word from him?
Any one who can rightly answer
these questions will conier a favor by
writing a letter to the editoV.
it
would be sucn a relief to a large num
oer or people whose eusniuns are
filled witu the pins and needles of
anxiety.
e

Most Popular Men With the

Their Re
spective Parties.

People

in

Special Correspondence.
By Sheldon S. Cline.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 6. A fact
known to most everybody is that
President Roosevelt is not popular
with the members cf his own party
In congress. He ha-- his friends there,
of course, loyal and devoted friends,
like Senator Lodge and others, only
slightly less known, but the average
run of repubifcan senators and representatives do not enthuse when the
name of Roosevelt is metnioned. In
public utterances and formal Inter
views they extoll the virtues cf the
president, but In private conversation
they criticize most of his official and
private acts.
It wouid seem a paradoxical situa
tion, therefore, that Mr. Roosevelt's
popularity with the people is the chief
thing- uiKin which these republican
statesmen count to perpetuate their
majority in congress. They already
have set to work to make President
Roosevelt the, Issue in this year's congressional campaign, and from every
hustings in the land the argument
will be advanced that the return of
a republican majority to the sixtieth
congress will be am endorsement of
Mr. Roosevelt and his administration,
while the adverse verdict at the polls
will be a repudiation cf his policies
Here is Senator Dick, head of the
republican organization in Ohio, jour
neying to Oyster Bay to secure, from
the president a message of approval
to be spread as oil upon the troubled
water of Ohio politics. In the camp
of Roosevelt, Senator Dick is not
counted among the faithful. He Is
not an open enemy. It is true, b'ut his
Sympathies, it is said, are not always
with the administration.
An attempt
toy anti-Dicrepublicans in Ohio to
take advantage of in is fact threatened
to cause trouble, so the senator hastens to the summer capital to get a
certificate oi good character.
Nor is the Ohio situation a peculiar
one. Scores f other republican mem-lier- s
of congress, who dislike tne
president personally, are forced to
trade upon hi popularity or face the
probability of defeat at the polls
They do not dare go home and tell
their constituent their real senti
ments toward Mr. Roosevelt.
Prob
ably there never was another situation like this in the history of Ameri
can politics. Rut that is not greatly
to be marvelled at. Since Mr. Roose
velt became the
cf his party
numerous situations have been cre
ated that were without precedent
k

i
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Republicans of secret hostility but
open loyalty to the president are not
alone In their embarrassment.
The
presidential boom which awaits the
coming of Mr. Bryan has compelled a
largo number of democratic states
men to go
in boats very like
those propelled by tneir republican
brethern. A good many voices that
have been heard lately proclaiming
me greatness of tne Neoraskan are
but the ecnoes of the voices of tlie
home folks.
And yet they call tntse senators
and representatives who sit in the
rapitol in impressive prandeur the
leaders of the people and of their
parlies. They are followers, and
nothing more, ihey straggle in the
wake of public sentiment, lusttad of
riding at the head of the procession.
They no more control the working of
the public mind than they control the
wind or the risings and settings of
the sun. ney are, in truth, as it was
intended they should be, the servants
of the people; and hile they may ii' t
always execute the wi.is of tin ir masters, they always stand in dread of
their masters' wrath.
The hold which President Roosevelt
has upon the confidence and affections of the masses of the people Is
the marvel of twentieth century pontics. Vet Mr. Roosevelt is as vulnerable and Impotent as any fceuatof or
representative.
ltecaL.se
rf the
many vital things advocated by Mr.
Roosevelt wuicu nave the approval of
the pub..c, the public cheerfully overlooks his minor shortcomings as it
does the minor shortcomings of Its
other servants. Hut let him go contrary to wuat the public has decided
is an imperative necessity tr a moral

-

Mr. Bryan Is being subjected to
democratic criticism Just now be
cause he has taken a hand in the 111!
nois factional fight and demanded the
resignation of National Committeeman Sullivan. Some of those who
s
criticize are Mr. Bryan's
s
others are not. The
fear
It may mar his
and hurt
his presidential boom.
His other
critics hope it win do both these
things.
The chances are that both the
friendly ana unfriendly critics of
Mr. Bryan are needlessly agitated.
The Icident is not likely to make the
difference of one vote either way in
the nominating
The
convention.
trouble is tnat some people refuse to
see that a new era has dawned in
Amreican politics and that things aTe
not as they were a generation ago.
The time was when a personal quarrel between two men might make or
unmake a president. The quarrel of
a great man. In those (lays, involved
in bitttrness all his followers, and the
bitterness not infrequently continued
after the great man's death.
The
American people are too busy in the
t went It in ceniury, too enlightened
or
to indi.ieient, t long bother their
heads about the hurt vanities or
pinched ambitions of their political
bosses or office holders. Then' "used
to be a school f ipo.nics that consisted men ly in smoothing over the
rough places, pouring oil on water
wlun the wind blew and being very
'art ful not to hurt anybody's feelings.
Some men. t ven men who aspire to
the 'presidency, sti.i play the game in
that antiquated way. But ..ir. Roosevelt doesn't practice that kind ot pol
well-wisher-

g
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C

Sickness
Curing

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

of the man who fhould be working for you?
of the man h wouid gladly lend you money?
of the num win would like to buy your hors??
of the man who would buy an interest In your business?
of the man who would buy that lot of ground?
of the man who would buy your old hlcyclo?

Is Much Easier Than

It

ALBUQUERQUE

Ufa Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you

INTEREST

IF YOU "WANT help of any kind, or' PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
employment of any kind, 'phone
call or w rite Abraham's Employ-- 1;
ment office. 12u West Silver ave-nue, at the Elite cafe. Thones,
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horsea,
Automatic, 379; Colorado, 2S9.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
ANTED.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE'
WANTED Position by nusband and1 CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
and
wife in pr out of city. Address, A. $200. Loans are quickly mademonth
strictly private. Time: One
,T., this office
to one year given. Goods remain In
v ANTED
A position by a good
your
Our rates are reasoncook: country preferred. Ad- able. possession.
Call and see us before borrowdress "Cook," Citizen oltlcc,
ing.
WANTED A partner with $1,000, In
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
P.
Address
a god payjng business.
Steamship tickets to and from all
M.
N.
22H,
Albuquerque,
O. Box
pnrts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
WANTED A good woman cook to
315 West Railroad Ave.
cook only one meal a day. Good
cook.
wages. Must be first-claPRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
German or Swede preferred.
Gentlemen's secoud-uanWANTED
clothing. No. 513 South First street, PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. R. .1. Sweeney, proprietor.
LAWYERS.
Competent man to take
WANTEu
charge of saw mill and roller flour
M. Bond.
Ira
mill.
Salary or interest. Address, ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
V. S. Miera, Cuba, N. M.
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
salespeople lands, patents,
copyrights, caveats,
WANTED Experienced
for our cash clearance sale. Apply letter patents, trade marks, claims.
Monday and Tuesday between 9 and
R. W. D. Bryan.
10 n. m. Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
que,
M.
N.
Office, First National
FOR RENT.
building.
Bank
rooms
furnished
Two
FOR K,
E. W. Dobson.
for light housekeeping. Inquire 408
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
North Second street.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with or
DENTISTS.
without board. Also nicely furnished
cottage, with piano. Apply
DR. B. M. WILLIAMS,
east end of viaduct. Mrs. E. K.
Norrls.
Dentist.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms
Office on Railroad avenue, over Man- or
at the Minneapolis house, with
dell's.
'Phone, Auto 203.
without housekeeping, $1 per week
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
and up, Albuquerque, N. M.
Dental Surgeon.
FORREr7'i Large, cool rooms for
Rooms 13 and 16, Grant block, over
light housekeeping; rent reasona- the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
ble. 524 West Railroad avenue.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
KOR REN T Four rooms aud batti mall.
completely furnished for houseEdmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
keeping. Third street, near Fruit
No. 3t6 Railroad avenue.
Office
avenue. $20. Apply to Albuquerque hours, 8:30 a. m to 12:0 p. m.; 1:30
Hardware Co.
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462.
Ap
pointments made by mall.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE" OR' RENT The new
PHYSICIANS.
house afal-- South Arno St.
DR. R. L. HUST.
Payment $12 per month. Address
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Highlands. Citizen office
Tuberculosis
treated with High
FORSALESo(lii Fountain. T. J. Frequency
Electrical Current and
Topham.
Germicide. Treatments given each
gasoline en day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
FOR SALE A
gine, all complete. J. F. Palmer, nurse in attendance. Both phones.
501 North First street.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
A handsome Hardman Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
FOR SALE
piano, in fine condition and almost
and Throat.
new, at a bargain.
For particuOcculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe
lars, call at this office.
coast lines. Office, 313l,4 West Rail
My general store. Rare road avenue.
FOR SALE
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
chance for some one to secure an
Address, P. p. m.
established business.
M.. Pueblltos, N. M.
UNDERTAKER.
FOR SALE Two good milk cows and
Colo., Red 115.
heifer calf; two weeks old; a good Auto, 'phone 316.
A. BORDERS.
family horse; harness and carriage.
Commercial Club Building. Black
Inquire at 300 North Broadway.
and White Hearse, $5.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
at a bargain. Must be sold. FortyARCHITECTS.
four rooms, all newly furnished,
Spencer
W.
F.
payand V. O. Wallingpainted and papered. The best
,
Barnett ibulldlng,
ing property In Albuquerque. Any ford. Rooms
offer acceptable. Call or address C. Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Albuquerque, N. M.

ALLOWED

With Ample Mean

1&9

d

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
205 East Railroad Ave.

,

!!!ilk

DEPOSITS

and Unsurpassed" Facilities.

Ql

QiUHmMCQ G)f

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Solicits

and

ss

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

:
.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, Presioent; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Croaiwell.

il

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Painless Extracting

ALL

WORK

$8
$1.50 up

.....50c

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEEO.

$8
GUAR-

-

COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
B. F.

ROOM 12,

itics and

iir. Bryan doesnt' have to.

has nurt the
feelings and stepped on the toes and
pulled the noses of enough "party
leaders" .o have everlastingly ruined
him if tne people had cared a pica
yune at all about it. But the people
They were thinking
nitln't care.
about the things for which Mr. Roose
velt stotld, and not aliout the sores
which some disgruntled men were nursing. And because the people didn't
care anything aTjout Senator Smiths
sore toe, or Senator Brown's injured
nose, and did care aoout Mr. Roosevelt aud the things he was trying to
do. Senators Smith and Brown are
busy as they can be just now trying
to convince the people in their home
states tiiat they have always been
enthusiastically loyal to Mr. Roosevelt. If anyone thinks Mr. Bryan has
ruined nlmseit iy trying to have Mr.
Sullivan ousted from the democratic
national committee, they need only
look at Smith' toe and Brown's nose,
and then look at Mr. Roosevelt.
Why

Mr. Roosevelt

s
The
already are busy
with Mr. Bryan and his boom for
president.
Half a dozen men have
been elected to oe his running mate
and his campaign manager has been
picked out. Gossip as to the vice
presidential candidate is about as
idle as anything could well be, but
there is undoubted foundation for the
prediction that should Mr. Bryan oe
the candidate for' president In 1908
Senator Stone of Missouri would he
chairman of the democratic national
committee. Senator Stone has been
a close and consistent friend of the
Nehraskan, and It is known that Mr.
Bryan 'has a large admiration' for
the Missourian's political sagacity.
The most Interesting of the men
who have been mentioned for vice
president on the democratic ticket is
Charles A. Towne, member of congress from New York, and a
distinguished citizen of Minnesota. On
a recent visit
to Washington, Mr.
Towne gave out an interesting Interview in which he declared his willingness to accept second place on a
ticket of which Mr. Bryan was the
head. He declared that he would consent to mane the race with no one except Mr. Bryan, giving as one of his
chief reasons that should Mr. Bryan
be elected president the vice president
would have a seat at the administration table and play something more
important than an ornamental part
in the government.
It Is undoubtedly true that Mr.
Towne would lend more or less
strength to the ticket, but the chances
are very strong that the vice presidential candidate will be selected
when the convention meets, and not
before that time.
slate-maker-

one-tim-

e

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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ALBUQUERQUE, N.
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MINES AND MINING.
AMERICAN DE FOREST WIRELESS
AND
ALL MINING STOCKS
DEALT IN BY
FRED. J. STEINBERGER, 37 Bank
Block.

V

Colorado.
NOTARY

Thos. K. D. Maddison.
Office with W. B. Childers. 117 West
Gold avenue.
VETERINARIAN.

NOTICE TO SUM- MER WANDERERS.

Dr. F. L. Schneider.
424 North Second street
Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
Residence "phone, Auto., 747.

0COtO0

0OtO00C'
Ltttar

Hmadm
Envmlopm
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Notm Hmada

Rrograma
Invitation
Cataloguaa
Blank Book a
Raealpt Booka

Commercial
Printing
The

PUBLIC.

o

.

$100 000.00
20,000.00

C o v i e c

J. R. Farwell.
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.

Denver

"'i--

THIS BANK WAS OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
We Invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
business growth of this bank since Its organization:
Deposits at the end of the first day
$10,466.92
Deposits at the end of the first week
19,173.00
Deposits at the end of the first month
31,821.82
Deposits at the end of the first six months
92,750.13
Deposits at the end of the first year
169,061.80
Deposits at the end of the first eighteen months
298.320.31.
Deposits at the end of the first two years
377,332.37
Deposits June 18, 1906
434,502.31
OFFICERS:
O. N. MARRON, Pres.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
WM. FARR, Vice Pres.
ROY McDONALD, Asst. Cashier.
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"Make Hav While the Sun Shine."
There Is a lesson In the work of the
thrifty farmer. He knows that the
bright sunshine may last but a day
and he prepares for the showers
So It
which are so liable to follow.
should be with every household. Dya
entery diarrhoea and cholera morbus
may attack some member of the home
without warning. Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which
Is the best known medicine for these
diseases, should always be kept at
hand, as immediate treatment is necessary, and delay may prove fatal. For
sale by all druggists.

M.

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS

five-hors-
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L. H. PUTNEY

ESTABLISHED

OLD RELIABLE."

1873.
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FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

x

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

j

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

sanitary plumbing Improvements. Whether you want to live In
your house or sell it, we can aid you
greatly by our materials and methods.
Bear in mind that our estimating entails no cost nir work no nioro cost
than is right.

on modern

We carry the finest line of garden
hose in the city.

Standard Plumbing and Heating Co.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

Colo., Red 284.

deep-seate-

tru-ble-

health-sustainin-
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LET US FIGURE

blood-supply-

life-strea-
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER I

FOR THE BLOOD

d

SAVINGS

ON

MONEY to LOAN

Have The Evening Citizen for- - I
RODERICK STOVER, E. E.
warded to your address when
you go away on your vacation.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
If you are now a paid up sub- Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
scriber, please let us know when If GasAgent for
The End of The World
and gasoline engines a specialty.
of troubles that robbed E. H. Wolfe, a you order the paper forwarded,
906 West Railroad avenue. Autoand aid) let us know If you de- of Bear Grove, la., of a., usefulness,
'
sire it stopped at your home ad- - S matic 'phone, 179.
came when he began taking Electric
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
Bitters. He writes: "Two years ago sV dress. Be careful to give post- kidney trouble caused me great suff- V office, hotel or street address. In
H, R. WHITING,
ering, which I would never have sur f all cases.
No. 119 South Second Street, First
vived had I not taken Electric BitNational Bank building.
ters. They also cured me of general
Albuquerque, N. M.
Ft. Bayard, N. M., July 28, 1906.
debility." Sure cure for all stomach,
Examiner
and abstracter of land
triplicate
proposals
for
in
Sealed
disliver and kidney complaints, blood
Including those of Spanish and
eases, headache, dizziness and weak- constructing approximately 28,000 feet titles.
origin.
Mexican
ness or bodily decline. Price 5oc. Guar- of brick or concrete gutters and side
walks at this point will be received
PRIVATE LESSONS.
anteed by all druggists.
until 11 a. ni., Aug. 27, 190G, and then
Will be given in Spanish, French
o
ap
opened.
on
Information
furnished
German,
and
als in public high
TAKE A PLUNGE
plication. U. S. reserves right to ac school branches.
Terms reasonable.
the
cept or reject any or all proposals or
MRS. C. O'CONNOR ROBERTS.
SWIMMING POOL.
Library
Business College Rooms,
504 North First Street.
Open Daily, any part thereof. Envelopes contain
ing proposals should bo endorsed
Building, East Railroad avenue.
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
gutters
"Proposals for constructing
TEACHER OF PIANO.
and sidewalks," and addressed to
Capt. S. P. Vestal, Qmr.
Miss Fay C. Leonard, studio 707
Primary pupils a
DO IT NOW. STOCK THAT COAL North First street.
inFOR
NEXT WINTER.
SUMMER specialty; 50c per lesson. Parties
PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUG terested write or call.
DR. VAUCAIRE'S FORMULA.
UST ONLi. W. H. HAHN A CO.
Henry
o
The tlemand for S. S. S. has steadily increased since it wa9 first placed
by
Mrs.
Recommended
tin the market until it is now recognized as the greatest of all blood purifiers.
Everybody should enjoy the latest Symes, to develop the bust from four
It has won its way to success because IT CURES DISEASE, and popular fad, skating. .Elks' ball room. to six inches. Guaranteed to be made
forthere are few homes where "S. S. S. for the Mood" is not a household saying. ANNUAL MEETING OF EAGLES from pure Galegal Extract. The spemula is a general tonic, but haa a
As the blood is the very life of the body, nourishing and supplying strength
to every part, disease in some form is sure to follow when it becomes contam- Annual Session, Grand Aerie, Fra cific effect upon tho bust. Is perfectly
harmless. For sale at the Alvarado
inated. Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Boils, 1'imples and the various skill affections
ternal Order of Eagles, Milwaupharmacy.
.
are due to an over-acikee, Wis., August 14 to 18.
and impure
Rheumatism, Catarrh,
Scrofula, Chronic Sores and Ulcers, Contagious Blood Poison, etc., are all
Troubles and Constipation.
F r tne above occasion the Santa Stomach
blood diseases and will continue to grow worse and more danger.No one can
reasonably hope for
will sell tickets to Milwaukee for
ous as long as the impurities ami poisons which produce them remain in the Fe
$17.10 for the round trip. Tickets on good digestion when the bowels are
blood. In all blood disorders S. S. S. has proven itself a perfect remedy, and tale August 11, ii and 13, 1906. Final
Mr. Chas. Baldwin of
111., says: "I suffered from
well tamed the right to be called the greatest of all blood purifiers. It goes limit, August 23.
chronic constipation and stomach
clown into the circulation and forces out all poisons, impurities, humors,
T. E. l'L'RDY,
for several years, but, thanks to
C. S. F. Hy,
T.,
A.
and unhealthy matter, and makes this
Asent
rich, pure and
Chamberlain's Stomach and IJvcr TabS. S. S. reaches inherited blood taints and so enriches the circulaTho.--. a. Edison has started on a lets, am almost cured." Why not get
tion that diseases of years standing are permanently cured. It contains no 2oiHi
trip. Now we're a package of thtso tablets and get
harmful minerals and is nature's real blood purifier Book on the blood aud readyini.eto automobile
all those stories well and stay well.' Price 25c. Sam
believe
medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
ples free. For sale by all druggists.
about Edison's wouuerful patience.
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Capitol and Surplus, $100,000

with muimes and addresses
are
people who
of
- Prosperity'
You"Neccessary to

For this reason y u should
use every precaution to ward off
disease, by using preparations
of known value to disinfect your
home and premises. We carry
a full line of nntisi ptics, disdeodorizers,
infectants,
and
whien are very valuable for
keeping sickness out of your
noiue, especially during tho hot
weather.
Come In and see what we
have. Buy if you want to.

6, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME 'AND ADDRESS

Preventing

AUGUST

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

a

PAINT Covers more, Iooks best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash. Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

S11ER.UAN W1LLIAMS

MONDAY, AUGUST

SATLrtDAY

sS

'ALBUQUERQUE

6, 1906.

Let the next 6 months
be banner money makers

GAMES.

National League.
n it.
At Philadelphia
1
2
7
Bt. Louis
1
7 11
Philadelphia
Karger, Rbondes and
Batteries
Marshall; Sparks and Donvan.
K. H. E.
At Boston
1
5 1
Boston

l'ittslmrg

5

0

MEI NT

119 S. Second St,

HAS

50-foo-

IN JUST A FEW YEARS THESE LOTS WILL BE WORTH
FROM $500 TO $600 EACH

DOUBLE! INTERESTING EVENTS

-

I

I'M

V
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vvj law'

I
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UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T GO.

GOVERNMENT

IN

SLAUGHTERS BLACKS

AND BLAMES THE MISSIONARIES

AMERICAN HISTORY

AJISION

Some of the events cecurring In the
history of this country on the dates
of August 5, 6, aud 7, are as follows:
August 5
1519
Pineda enters the mouth of the
Mississippi river.
15S3 Sir Humphrey
Gi.bert, leading
an expedition patronized by Sir
Wal'.er Raleigh, lands at St.
Johns, Newfoundland, takes pos- session of the island In the
name of the Englisn queen.
11620 ihe Hlgrlms sail f;rm South
hampton in the Mayflower and
Speedwell; the latter vessel
leaks and! compels the expedition to return to Dartmouth.
1857
Laying of the Atlantic cable
commences at Vaiatia, Ireland.
1858
Atlantic cable successfully laid
between Xewfouni.land and Ireland.
18C4 Beginning of the naval battle of

te

i

,

'

'

as-th- e

'

1

'

WEALTHY GIRL FORSAKES LUXU RIOUS SURROUNDINGS TO WED
DOCTOR IN CHARGE OF DISMAL LEPER COLONY IN HAWAII.

Treasurer.

Liquor Co.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

& GIOMI.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete

'

V

5

COL LtUCHAKSjg
Have been epiointed exclusive agents
in the Southwest for
JOS. SHLIT2,
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.

i

ft-

HI

Mobile bay.

President Johnson requests Secretary Stanton to resign "for
public considerations," but Stanton refuses.
1885
Xew iork suspends
business
for three days to honor the
memory of General Grant; funeral procession six miles long.
August 6
1639
The leading nun of New Haven
Conn., adopt the Bible as the
constitution of the eoleny, and
exclude
members '
from the rights of citizenship.
1730
First issue of the Virginia
at Williamsburg.
1778
(ierard,
ambassador
from
France, and first from any nation, introduced to congress.
liSO Andrew Jackson, aged 14 years,
participated in his first battle,
an engagement with the British
at Hanging Rock, S. C.
1787
A drait of a constitution,
in
twenty-threarticles, reported'
to the convention
sitting
in:
Philadelphia.
1S27 Joint occupation of Oregon by
American and British troops ex
tended Indefinitely by treaty.
1846
Wlsoonsln authorized by con-- '
gress to form a constitution ana
organize a state government.
1 81 G
Congress passes an act, confiscating all property, including
slaves, of enemies oi the United
States.
1862
The Confederate ram Arkansas
blwon up by ntr officers near
Baton Rouge.
1890 William Kimmler, the first person to suffer the death penalty
by electricity, executed at Auburn, N. Y.
August 7
1040
Gov. Calvert, o. Maryland, descends i;n St. Mary's at. i recaptures the province from the insurgents.
1079
Salle sails in the Griffin
from Niagara on nls voyage of
discovery through tho Great

!

YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRA ER'S

18G7

if

r

--

CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T. J. MONARCH,

'&

MAOORi

And other standard brands of whiskies
too numerous to mention.

K-K-

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS

non-cnurc- h

But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.

Ga-zttt-

,'

St. Michael's College

J

e

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

j

SANTA FE,

FORTY-EIGHT-

FIGURES IX ZULU WAR.
typical Zulu warrior, two of the chiefs who have been making
irounie ana two or tne mcer8 of the Natal volunteers, who are engaged
in putting down tne uprising.
Durban, Natal, Aug. 6. Revolting, wounded,
wholesale killing has been going on
The 4mus, armed only with asse-i- n
Xatal and Zululand for two months. gals cr old muskets, can never get
The country has been turned into a near enough to the troops to do much
great human slaughtering field. Be-- ! damage. The latter with llmlr m.m.
a.
inccu may o HI1U JUiy i), 9 r,'3 lilnnliM Ufa flu. I nii.rL.R.I.i
were killed, the British losses not xur into the blacks a deadly fire at
amounting to mere than 30.
long range.
Tnere are 90.000 whites In Xatal
The Xatal government declares that
and Zululand, which is under the it is only by this barbarous method of
Xatal government, end 900.0ijo blwks. slaughter that the blacks can be held
The blacks have revolted against In check, and a fearful massacre pre- what they consider unjust taxation, vented.
and are on the warpath.
Thirtv
Xatal attributes the real responsil.akts.
1789
The War Department Is organ- thousand Zulus have taken the field, bility of the present uprising to (lie
swearing
not to suspend hostilities un- black AniefTtan
ized by congress.
missionaries
that
they txact concessions from the work .n Zululand and Xatal.
1840
They
First prohibitory law against til
Xa-ta-l
government. Opposed to them have formulated a doctrine of Pthlop-ianlsthe liquor traffic enacted by the
are 5,000 white s:idiers. Fighting has
which means In this particular
democratic legislature of Maine.
'
1855
Bloody riot in 1st. Louis be- been almost continuous since the first instauce Xatal and Zululand for the
tween the Irish and American part of May, but the Zulus show no blacks. Young Zulu boys are sent
signs of yielding.
to be educated In the nero schools
party.
on of America, and on their return be1801
Col. U. S. Grant .promoted to be; The utmost savagerv prevails
a brigadier genert! of volun- tioth Bides. The blanks torture all come dangerous agitators.
their prisoners, and the white troops
teers.
There are now 150 Zulus studying
1864
Gen. Phil Sheridan given com- are out to kill and do not spare the In America.
mand of the army of the Shenandoah.
The Intense itching characteristic NEW RESIDENCE FOR LAS
1893
congress con- of salt rheum and eczema Is Instantly
The Fifty-thirVEGAS PHYSICIAN TO INSANE
venes in extraordinary session, allayed by applying Chamberlain's
M. .V. Sundt
Contractor
of Laa
caned by President Cleveland, Salve.
As a cure for skin diseases
rB,ls ma Simmy oegin xne construe
to repeal the Sherman
this salve is unequaleJ. 1
Btuc
tion of a residence for the medical
law.
all druggists.
superintendent of the Xew Mexico
1898
The Rugh Rtdoit eavo Sanhospital for tue Insane. Tho dwelling
tiago for Moatauk
uun i Bknmfc
tUAL MAN, will be located on the asylum grounds
If you want results in advertising IF YOU HAVE TO SHIVER NEXT1 and cost about 12.000. Dr Harry m.
oiouiv Toon COAL sunt n of has Vegas Is the present
try an Evening Citizen want ad.
& co.
pliyslclan in charge of the nstitution

-

H
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BRO. E. LEWIS. PRESIDENT

.
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HEARS LOVE'S CALL AFAR

Chas. Melini, Secretary

O. Bachechi,

Consolidated

j

Western League.
R. H.E.
At Denver
9 13 4
Denver
4
5
1
Des Moines
Batteries Adams and Zalusky;
and Dexter.
Omaha-Lincol- n
game
At Omaha
postponed; rain.
R. H. E.
At Pueblo
4 12 6
Sioux City
My religion:
Make as many
11 13 2 iT persons happy every day as pos- Pueblo
Stim-mel
Batteries Jackson and Hess;
slble; don't do anything that will
and Renicker.
4 make anyone unhappy. 1. E.
Horton.
American Association.
4
4
R. H. E.
At Columbus
2
Columbus
San Diego, Cal., Aug. C "When the
6
Minneapolis
land on which San Diego now stands
At Toledo
6 was put up at auctHn lu the '70s and
Toledo
2S cents an acre, I had
2 I run it ui to
St. Paul
a vision in which I saw the city and
At Louisville
1 Coronado Beach just as it looks today.
Ixniisvillo
1
4 Last night I had another vision, and
Milwaukee
saw tue Pacific coast as densely pop.Second game
Atlantic coast. I also
ulated
At Indianapolis
5 saw San Francisco, entirely rebuilt
Indianapolis
10 and greater than before."
Milwaukee
"FATHER ' A. E. HORTpX.
6
Louisville
So spoke A. E. Horton, father" cf
1
Kansas City
San Diego, 93 years old, the most beSecond game
2 loved man in this city.
Indianapolis
"Father" Horton is practically re6
Kansas City
sponsible for the existence of aristoSUNDAY GAMES.
crat r Coron ad Beach. After buying
1.400 acres of sagenrush. he laid out
American League.
R. H. E. tiie town. Later lie gave away land
At St. Ixmis
2
8 0 valued at vver $20,000,000 tor public
St. Louis
1
4 4 parks and buildings. He is still active
New York
Pelter and Spencer; menially and physically anu can be
Batteries
seen driving about the city most any
Newton, McGuire and Thomas.
R. H. E. day.
. At Chicago
10 11 2
Chicago ..,
"I credit my longevity," said the
1 old pioneer, "to my religion, which Is:
8
2
Philadelphia
Batteries
White and Sullivan; "Make as many persons happy every
day as possime; don't do anytaing to
Bender and Scheck.
make any one unhappy."
Western League.
H.
E.
R.
Denver
At
MERCHANT TAILORING
7 14
5
Denver
2
7
8
Des Moiues
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
Engle. Paige, Wright,
Batteries
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMWeigert and Zalusky;
and
Manske
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
Dexter.
My merchant tailoring siiop la up-- i
At Omaha
0 5 I stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveOmaha
6
9 3 nue, where I solicit the patronage of
Lincoln
Batteries
Sanders and Gonding; the public. All work guaranteed first-- '
Eyler and Zinran.
class, as I have tad fifteen years' ex-R. H. E. perience in the business. Suits made
Second game
4 to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
7
2
Omaha
3
9 0 repaired.
The specific I use will not
Lincoln
MeNeeley and Rogers; injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
Batteries
Zackett and Zinran.
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
American Association.
O. BAMBINI.
At Columbus Game with St. Paul
A Mystery Solved.
postponed: rain.
"How to keep off periodic attacks of
At Toledo
6 biliousness and habitual constipation
Toledo
7 was a mystery that Dr. King's New
(Minneapolis
Life Pills solved for me," writes John
At Louisville
3 X. Pleasant, of Magnolia, Ind.
The
Louisville
6 only pills that are guaranteed to give
Kansas City
perfect satisfaction to everybody or
Second game
6 money refunded, only 25c at all
Louisville
1
Kansas City

First Nat'l Bank Bid.

.1. D. Eakin, President.
G. Gioml, Vice President.

j

Dy-ge-

silver-purchasin-
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THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

With a coal stove you waste ten
times more heat than you use. Can't
cook anything upon it without beating
up the kitchen. Makes summer cook-er- y
unbearable. Different and better,
with Gas. Four burners on a
GAS RANGE
You can be using one, getting all

the
heat you want, and still have the top
of the range cold within a foot of the
burner. The best proof that Oai
Cookery Is cool cookery. You appreciate It wonderfully on a hot day.
Ranges on display at Electric

fiftfl

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

NX

Imh

iojtS

O'REILLY & CO.
J. H. 'LEADING
DRUGGISTS

r'

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

TENT CITY

CORONADO BEACH, CALIFORNIA

'.'LSI

Spuria! Convspniideiice:
ForWiueheiidun, Mass., Aug.
saking
x':al pleasures and the
s of a luxurious life iu the
east, Mi.--s Nellie White, heiress of the
.
late HHl.!'ii,;iire.
White, and
n
nieiv of J jIhi l). l)ng. is now on her
way to jo,n h r fiance, Dr. Walter K.
Briniierhof. a: MoloKai, the leper colony in the Hawaiian Islands.
Miss While ii leaving her mansion
on piutj top; cd White Hill and taking
Ni-ls-

-

Hie 0. i mile Journey in ord r to wed
(lie man of tier eh ice. Ur. Brinker-hof- f
is In charge of tne United Sraies
leper cam aTTuni at Molokai.
The
lilaee Is decidedly unattractive. In fact
almost a dima! prison, with nothing
imt the tir.iad ocean to reneve it of
iu horrors. The doctor is convinced
that he will he able to discover a cure
f r leprimy, and Miss White recently
ave her consent to devote a part of
her life with him In his heroic work.

.

TO BE THE ARISTOCRATIC RESIDENCE
SECTION OF ALBUQUERQUE

Call at office, 119 South
Second Street, for Illustrated Booklet
PAUL'S

f.

ne

are growing less

00M

American League.
R- - H.E.
At Chicago
5 0
1
Chicago
0 6 2
Boston
Patterson and Sullivan;
Batteries
Dineen and Armbruster.
R- H.E.
At Detroit- -1
6 3
Detroit
2 6 0
New York . . .'
Mullin and Schmidt;
Batteries
Newton, Hogg and McGulre.
R. H.E.
At St. Louis
0 4 3
8t. Louis
2
7 0
Washington
Batteries Powell and Rickey; Patten and Wbkefleld.
R. II. E.
At Cleveland
1
6 6
Cleveland
8 10 1
Philadelphia
rt
Batteries Hess and Kittredge;
and Schreck.

PAGE TH R E

t
Beautiful, level
lots, only $25 to $150 each, Only $5 down;
balance, $5 a month. No Interest. No Taxes. No Mortgages

1

I

CITIZEN.

IS DESTINED

Remember, you're getting old and opportunities

Young and Needhara;
Batteries
Willis and Gibson.
R. II. E
At Brooklyn
0 4 1
Clnclnati
4
9 2
Brooklyn
Batteries
Eraser and Livingston;
Stricklett and Bergen.
R. H. E.
Second ganie
2 9 1
Cincinatl
Brooklyn
16 3
Ewlng and Livingston;
Batteries
Pastorious and Ritter.

EVENING

ASK ANY
A delightful place to spend your summer vacation. Furnished tents
mi may do your own c
palm cottages for rent at reasonable rates.
or you can ei your n:eais ai ine icsiauiaiii.
in

Bathing

Boating
For information

t

Fishing

jarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad

mk:

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Music
fare--

,

AGENT

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

I

ALBUQUERQUE

page four.

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
Published Dally and Weekly.

By

The Citizen Publishing Company

W. 6. STRICKLER,

President.

W. T. McCREIGHT,

Business Manager.

EVENING CITIZEN.

ooooyvoooxxcoxxooox)oox)ot
Railroads at Sea
Around the Town
Bill
Over Rate
DYAS
Pueblo

g0XXOC(X(QOCKXXX0XXXXXXXKXX

Now that the railroads have seen their rider to the
Hepburn rate bill enacted into law, they are not so well
satisfied as they thought, they would be. The bill ns
or
- statehood
slunkright
d
to
As the
originally drawn contained no reference to the issuance
even Indeed to statehood at all tor New Mexico or for of passes, and tho railronds thought that it would be a
rider upon the measure,
Arizona or for any territory whatever, cannot he found good stroke to pass an anti-pas- s
of
In the constitution of the United Slates, In any act
hoping that possibly this might affect, some votes, whilo
rongress, In either of the treaties by which the area
in the event of the measure going through, the roads
beIn New Mexico and Arizona was acquired and
would be able, when a shipper asked for consideration
In the conbecause of his patronage of the road, to cite him to the
came the property of the United States, or
stitution granted New Mexico and Arizona when they rate law as a reason why a pass could not he issued
Colorado railroad men who have been wading
were set apart as territories as this right, which Is bethrough
the mass of words contained in the Hepburn act,
found
ing everlastingly dinned into our ear?, cannot be
puZ.lod
as to Its meaning, or even its scope. Several
are
in ny of the documents mentioned, or in any other doc- of the lines have turned their legal departments loose
ument which was ever written or printed by the author- and an effort is being made to nscertain just what a railis
ity of the United States, the conclusion is necessary that road can or cannot do in the way of passes. There
passes
annual
is
that
that
pretty
and
anyone
thing
certain
speaks
one
no such right exeists; and therefore when
boundaries of the state cannot be:
of the right of Arizona or of New Mexico to single orw any reading beyond the
as much reason to believe that
is
Just
using
and
issued,
there
simply
hat
one
is
an
such
statehood,
other kind of
borders of the state will be made to
the ancients called "vox et praeterea nihil," the voice and tralllc within thereaching
into other states and that while
nothing more. They are using a mere Jingle of words conform to that
has absolutely no control over
commission
the
interstate
implied.
thought
any
of
destitute
doing
within the limits of Colorado,
business
United
a
railroad
Is
The
It
false.
as
But the claim Is as foolish
the roads will to a considerable degree employ the same
States constitute a company. It. was formed originally
state thnt they must in
of thirteen separate and Independent states, which com- methods in operating within tho
doing
business.
an
for
interestate
termed,
is
union,
as
it
company
or
bined to form the
There Is a misapprehension concerning the right of
their own excluisive interest and benefit. Since then,
individual or corand at different times, they have formed new states out contract as between a railroad and the

That Birthright Aaiim
much-claime-

woman can't clitnn, or use a razor,
Nor can she drive a nail or a tack,
Without using a hair brush for a ham
mer
But she ca'n button her waist up the
She can't see a mouse without scream

z

By Several Thousand Dollars. It
must be sold at some price. Go it
must. Don't confound this sale
with any of the many fake sales
now going on. So many stores at
this season merely plow over their
stock and then tag the "weeds" with
clearance cards. Such sales are
paper sales and nothing more. You
will find here no tricks, no shams,
no strings tied to our many offers

o

Call and Get My Prices

ing,

She can't do a ftuni on a track,
But there's tine tiling she can do to
perfection
She can button her waist up the

--

b.ick.

a cook for Burros.

A want ad In Saturday's incw Mexl- -

an says; "Wanted, camp cook for par
ty of eight, three Chinamen and eight
burros."
Question: What will the cook have
to prepare for the burros?

z

ADVERTISE.

z

You may lie all right, but if so the
peoplp will find it out without your

Tut. tut, brother.
vertising tnat way.

j

WeVe Too

back.

advertising the fact."

6, 1906.

UNLOADING SALE

By F. R.

Star-Journa- l,

MONDAY, AUGUST

I.as Vegas

Don't knock ad

NO POLITICS.

Although Senat r Andrews, Mayor
H. O. Bursum of S corro, Hon. F. A.
Hubben, S. B. urimshaw of Santa Ke,
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn of Las Ve
gas, Hotf. Solomon J. una. Attorney
ogas and
Chas.- - A. Spiess of Las
W. S. Strickler, all well known poli
ticians, were seen more or less in ach
other's company ai diy Saturday and
Sunday, each one, collectively and individually, denied when approached
by a reporter, t .at tile meeting had
any political significance.
arrairs,
We re discussing railroad
said Delegate Andrews and Mr. tirira- shaw.
Just, a little legal business to look
after," said Major Llewellyn and Mr.
Spiess.
'Merely discussing the wool out
look," announced Messrs. Luna and

Fine

Clothing and
Furnishing!

ML

M AHBE1LIL

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

The jailroad may not enter into a contract
of what was the property of the Union, and these states poration.
coshipper
a
with
that in the event of his giving to the road
into
the
conditions
certain
have been admitted on
given transpor
partnership. All such admissions have been great priv- a certain amount of business, he will be
be
ileges, and have been conditioned invariably by such tation free, or even that such transportation should
given
the
shipper
to
had
upon
theory
the
given
fit
saw
that
company
the
as
the
requirements
restrictions and
consideration In securing for
to Impose. All admissions have been gifts bestowed, railroad a certain valuable
On the other hand,
benefits conferred, privileges given, at the will of the it a certain amount of business.
company upon terms which it chose to lay down and at there Is a difference in the relation of the railroads and
Advertising costs money to tho rail
the newspaper.
the time which It selected.
The newspaper does
There have been firms In New Mexico, the habit of road as well as to the merchant. advertising
except that
any
which has been to advance their clerks in positions of not give to the railroad
it is paid for
story,
unless
news
a
is
which
to
incidental
age,
faithwith
ultimately
profit,
and
of
Importance and
The railroad on the other hand, does
at current rates.
fulness and experience, to admit them into the
any transportation tin
But these firms would be Immensely' surprised not give the newspaper publisher
The contract
nhouhl one of their clerks announce his "right-- to be ad less the value thereof has been rendered.
newspaper that the latter will take i.iiuorll.
derailroad
between
and
'right'
to
his
as
well
as
partnership,
mitted into
'Talking banking and earthquakes,'
certain proportion of its pay for advertising In trans
termine his time of admission and the qualifications he aportation
quoth
Messrs. Bursum and Strickler.
con
in
legitimate
as
much
as
is
Just
and
Just
Bhould possess. It is needless to say that such a clerk
So
is evident I?) that politics
wherein
be
a transaction
formity with the law as would
would Ignominously fail of securing the coveted position.
were
discussed in the least.
n't
John Smith exchanged his horse for Peter Brown's cow.
A state admitted into the Union becomes a
paid
advertising
is
for
more
secures
If
than
railroad
the
rights,
A PESSIMIST'S WAIL.
partner in the same. It has at once all the
It happened In the lobby of the Al- privileges and emoluments which the other partners pos- in transportation, it must pay cask for the difference.
wishes more transportation than varado.
nunmer of Albuquerque s
sess; but It can get into the copartnership only on ihe while if the newspaper
congregated therein,
advertising
by
placed
railroad,
the
were
the
is
citizens
covered
bv
the
ami
time
the
consent of the existing partners, and at
when a reporter, hunting news, enter
pay for it in cash at the fixed tariffs.
with the qualifications which the partners may see fit to publishers must
Passes to city, county and state officials will no ed. He asked a number of questions.
- require.
Statehood is not a right claimed. It is a pricelonger
be possible in interstate traffic, and to a large naturally, and after getting what he
terriof
people
the
can
the
less privilege granted. Nor
One of the party,
will be cut off within the borders of the state wanted departed.
it
extent
bo
or
shall
tory claim what its boundaries as a state
a promlnint physician of the city,
pass
person
It
whom
to
a
can
shown
unless
be
that
the
regazing aner the questlon-asker- ,
when it has sufficient population or wealth to justify its
is sought to be given has given value received; and it Is cited the following touching lines:
states.
of
copartnership
or
Union
into
the
admission
just, when such passes may be issued that When you dig my little gravelet I
These things are to be determined by the representatives to determine
traffic managers of the roads are worrying them
pray you dig it deep,
of the 80,000,000 people who form the Union in which the
And tuck me in securely for my
to the extent of wading through countless pages
selves
be
to
Union,
seeks
property
of
mere
the
a
territory,
the
long, last final sleep.
In the Hepburn rate act.
made a full partner. The states and the states alone, of small type, contained
For I would be free forever from tae
to
as
question
through their representatives, settle the
guv who asks me "Why'; "
time and qualifications of an applicant's admission and
And what?" and "Where?" about
as to what its boundaries shall be.
the things on earth or in the sky.
I'm not afraid of bold, bad men, or
The union, the firm, through Its representatives, has
e'en our mining sharks,
decided that It is willing to take two additional partners.
But plant me, boys, beyond the
One may be the state of Oklahoma, comprising the two
reach of human question marks.
territories of Oklahoma and Indian Territory; the other
may be the state of Arizona, embracing the territories of
OOCXP
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
New Mexico and Arizona. The first two, though pre
The Chicago Commons whatever thut is has de
ferring separate statehood for each, bow to the will from
St. Louis Wool Market.
which there is no appeal, and accept the proffered boon. cided that an eligible young man who has saved $300 and
Aug. 6. Wool
market,
St. Louis,
But In Arizona and New Mexico there are some imbeciles met a young woman whose training at home, In school
who stick their thumbs Under their suspenders, rear back and pobsibly at social settlements and similar institu steady; territory and western medium, perhaps you may win once
fine, mediums, lG2uc; fine.
upon their pastern Joints, squirt a pint of tobacco Juice tlons has fitted her to do her part In the making of an 22fi2Se;
I
a hundred times. How often A I
14 17c.
question"
and
can
"pop
to
home,
the
afford
attractive
single
right
to
a
have
We
and exclaim, "No, Slree!
people "go broke" trying to break
It Is demonstrated by
statehood; we are fully qualified for single statehood in ask that the day be named.
Chicago Produce Market.
tne bank at Monte Carlo.
Chicago, Aug, t!. Close:
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
wealth and population; we havf only to wait a little means of tables and diagrams that on a salary of $100 a
The chance to win unearned
Wheat Sept. 72c; Dec. 75 c.
while when we are sure to get single statehood!" After month a married couple can, under the circumstance
some people; they
attracts
wealth
EASY TO REACH.
Corn Sept. 49c; Dec. 45e.
flat, but
so much talk they are ready to spit again. In the mean- named, not only live comfortably in a
do not stop to consider how small
Sept.
IVc.
Oats
314c;
own.
year
32'c.
$300
save
a
the
first
of
toward
their
home
RELIEVES PAIN.
while President Roosevelt tells us that if we reject state
the chancea are to become rich
Pork Sept. $17.(10; Jan. 114.25.
Here is where Cupid Is put out of business. The lit
quick.
hood now, we will not get the offer again for many years,
Sept.
Oct.
$8.90;
$8.2Vfe.
Lard
UP THE SYSTEM.
BUILDS
A large majority of the human
and even then it will be under the same or worse condl tie god is no longer auditor of accounts. When he draws
Bibs Sept. $9.22; Oct. $8.97.
place
to
their
content
race
are
eyes
bowstring
loosened
shaft
his
he
his
shuts
the
if
and
tlons.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
savings in a safe, unquestionable
Chicago Livestock.
Let Arizona do as she pleases, and be left out for lodge in the heart of a plutocrat or the breast of a peas
resure
of
they
are
where
bank
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
Chicago, Aug. 6. Cattle receipts,
Really, Income Is the least im
ever, If she desires. It Is the part of wisdom for New ant It Is all one to him.
turns returns that are consistent
20,0(10;
10c
higher;
to
portant
In
stealy
ever
marriage,
market.
thing
happy
such
been
has
and
Mexico, which has tried to get into the Union for about
CURES DIABETES.
with legitimate banking.
$3.SnQ$6.40; cows and heifers,
fifty years, to accept the offers of the company, and by since the red roses of love first began blooming in the beeves,
Small sums can easily earn a per
$1.25fj
$5.30;
stackers
teeders.
and
CURES INDIGESTION.
The things absolutely essential to the
our tremendous majority prove we are in earnest. Then human heart.
cent that pays. Careful men would
Texans, $3.90 $1.80;
$2.50 $4.75;
rather place their money where the
perhaps, the partners may take us In, while they let Arl happy home are strangely few. Chief among them are western steers, $3.t!()li $7.25; calves,
CURES DROPSY.
element of chance is eliminated
But $5.25$7.CJ.
Neither of these costs money.
labor und love.
zona go soak its head.
w
available
are
funds
where
the
and
"
.
fly
from it
both of them often
2(1,000;
Sheep receipts.
market,
:
at all times.
The world is full of want, but of actual starvation steady; sheep, $3.25(g5.30;
lambs,
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
syn
means
no
by
Is
are
Want and need
$4.75f7.S5.
little.
there
CLASS.
COMMERCE
OF
Irrigation
BANK
THE
On Monday, September 3, the National
onymous.
It is a nice question wneiner mere are oi
Stock Market.
Congress will begin Its annual session at Boise, Idaho. more people who have more than is really good for them
MEXICO
NEW
ALBUQUERQUE,
Closing
New
Aug.
C
stocks:
iork,
It Is chiefly to the labors and results of this congress, of than people who have not enough. The greatest Injuries Atcihson
HJ'i
See Santa Fe Agent for round
by
session,
the
which the Boise meeting will be the thirteenth
and crimes against mankind today are committed
Do pfd
loiVs
rates, good for thirty days.
trip
The cost of living cannot be fixed by any New York Central
141-- ,
that the arid wet Is indebted for the government's as- ultra-rich- .
132
sumption of vast irrigation enterprises. Nor does the standard.
It varies from $3oo a year for some preachers Pennsylvania
7t')4
congress consider that its work Is done, that Its vast and to $300,000 a year for some stock gamblers; but home Southern Pacific
158
fruitful labors have reached the ultimate of attainable happlnes is not In proportion to income. In the absence Union Pacini;
l)o pfd
94
success.
of exact statistics, it Is safe to guess that considerably
Amalgamated Copper
103
Among many important measures which the con- less than half the families of Chicago live on consider40
Mates Steel
gress will consider at Boise, not the least will be the ably less than half of $100 a month. The average In- United
A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
l)o Pfd
108
asking of the federal congress for $100,tiii0,00it additional come of families in the United Staets is less than $""'
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE
to the irrigation fund. The present government enter a year.
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Aug. 6. Cattle re
prises are vast and their benefits are enormous; but on
ceipts, ll.Otio; market, steaily to 10c
XX00X)00XKXXXXXXXXXX0XC0
the plan now established, the time required will be too
higher; native steers,
$LO0j 6.20;
great for the general welfare. There are so many grand
southern steers, I2.75& .5u; southern
possibilities for reclamation and so extended and varied
cows, $J.onfi 3.i!5; native cows and
Courtesy and attention to
Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
the sections begging for development, that the present
heifers, $2.no'(j 5.25; Blockers and feedus.
to
guests
is
pleasure
a
sum to be expended Is too small and the time needed for
ers, $2.25'fi 4.4d; bulls. $2.0063.50;
Its continual repayment and reinvestment Is necessarily
calves, $2.f,(ifi 5.50; wfslern fed steers
LOCATION
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
too protracted. The addition of $100,000,000 to the sum
$.i.751i Coo ; western fed cows, $2.501i
THE EEAUTIFUL
DESIRABLE.
AND
X)XXXKX)XXX3XXXXX00XXXXXKXK
CONVENIENT
4.25.
of
now available would greatly Increase the number
AND INSTRUCTIVE
i.Onfi;
It is said that the highest price ever received for
Sheep
receipts.
market,
simultaneous relamation enterprises, and at the same
DRAMA
New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
b.uo;
$4.23?i
strong;
lawyer
lambs.
muttons,
time greatly shorten the time necessary for the develop- writing was the fee of $10,000 demanded by a
$S.fi(i(?!
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.
range
$7.00;
wethers, sm.L'JTJ
who furnished to a railroad company the warning sign
ment of the more Important and imperative systems.
5.25.
$5.75;
ewes,
fed
$4.00t
Kip
'Stop,
crossings,
makes
Ixiok,
This
Listen."
Pueblo,
for
of
Treating of this subject, the
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.
Hut before tho end of MISS LAURA CLARK WEDS
look cheap.
Colo., says;
"The government can well afford V ad- ling's dollar-a-wor- d
vance this money as it will all be returned, and. too, a year the lawyer was informed by the president of the
CHARLES PIXLEY BLYTHE.
Aug. t. Miss
Wyo.,
Kvanston,
road that the warning met every contingency In court
within an Incredibly short period of time. No investof
ment that can be made by the government will bring and had saved many times its cost. Words that are Lauar Clark, eldest daughter
I'nlted States Senator C. I). Clark, ol
such speedy and enormous returns as will irrigation. A worth $3,3uo to a railroad company ought to be worth Wyoming,
Charles l'ixley Hlythe, AMATEUR CONTEST HELD EVERY
year ago t he government reclamation service had under something to the rest of us. Stou? Look? Listen? a wholesaleamimerchant
of Salt Lake FRIDAY NIGHT, AND CASH PRIZES
with
We
rush
any
many
us
of
do
How
one
tho
of
three?
involving
expenditure
an
construction irrigation projects
Citv, I'tah, will be married this after AWARDED THE WINNERS.
for
world
eyes
the
and dosed ears. Then we sue
of $30,000,000 and the reclamation of l.Smi.nou acres of shut
noon. Mauv friends from other cities
land. This outlay of money will bring forth land values damages. Ho we get them?
will be pi'Si ut at the wedding.
PRICES OF ADMISSION, 15 AND
Stop? Why should we? Have we not got just so
25 CENTS.
in excess of $87,000,000 and the lands reclaimed will proPer Gallon
duce annual crops to the value of $27,ooti,nno. From many tilings to do in ju.st so much time? Huslness must IOWA DEMOCRATS IN
anyCONVEN
HON.
for
STATE
Special Price on Large Orders
these figures, furnished by an expert, it can be seen ihat come first, at all costs, and there Is little time
Waterloo, la., Aug. ti. Delegates
one yearly crop from the land reclaimed will nearly equal thing else? What if the poor do cry out and clutch at
Delivered to any part of the city
convention
our fleeting tonus?
What have we to do with them? to the democratic state
the amount of money advanced by the government."
were
on hand today in large numbers
regardless
along,
we
Why
full
We
rest?
should
push
must
It U to be hoped that New Mexico will send a
than usual in advance of the convenquota of her ablest men to the Boise congress; for this of those we knock down or send liack to the ranks hope- tion.
territory has of her own, several Important Irrigation less, look? l'o what? w are already looking for
Thone Colo. Red 92.
As nearly all the veteran workers
possibilities, which under the existing plan must await every opportunity that will in any way fill our pockets. of the paity are here, conferences
We are never blind to a bargain. Why talk to us about will be held 'to agree upon the tentadevelopment for quite a number of years.
the beauty of the slv.v, nr the splendor of the sunset, or tive program us to ticket. The leadMen ing candidates for governor are lieo.
Congress did not pass tbrt law requested by the the peace ami glory of the summer landscape?
W. Hall of Iowa City, Claude Porter
pu
stronger
and
weak
au-be
indulge
such
in
to
than
must
president and introduced by Senator I.a Follette,
Cenii rulle and John D. Denison of
thorizing the president to locate ami withdraw fiom erile tilings. The true standard of beauty consists in the of
Dubiniuo.
Tho' who have arrived
we
entry all coal lands contained in the public domain. Hut woman's face on the silver dollar. Listen? Why,
are agreed upon for a strong endorseWo
till.
our
silvery
of
fills
tinkle
Is
the
the
hear
tin"
that
of
such
measure
president
of
the
the
In the estimation
ment of Hi. an for the presidency.
Agent For
fiaramount Importance as to demand this anion at his have no time to waste on the songs of birds. What does Among the most conspicuous in this
the
of
babbling
past
movement are those who in the
hands even without the action of congress. Hence, after it profit a man to listen all day to the
consultation with Secretary Hitchcock, fi.mio.nuo acres brook down in the shady glen, or sit amid the trees In have opposed Hrjan. It is expected Embalming
Is Our Specialty
tjf public lands lying In New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, the old wood and throw away precious hours trying to that platform will demand Immediate
placing
Is revisoin of tho tariff and the
All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. AmuseWyoming, Norti. Dakota, Montana, Oregon and Washing- make out what the wind is whispering? The locust
list.
free
the
on
some
of
nickel and penny machines, trade producers, money machineg;
ment
articles
stock-tickeAve.
Railroad
Cor. Fifth Street and
ton, and known to contain coal, have been withdrawn not so bad, because It reminds one of the
large
profits on small investments, investigation invited.
arw
Ato., 152.
fnom eutry. The geological survey found fifi.ooo.ood of With the whir of wheels and the clamor of crowds
TELEPHONE US YOUR ORDER Colo, phene, Black, 298.
PENNY PARLOR, 216'a South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
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finger marks and deep indentations,
:ns though he had been strangled to
death, and his nody thrown Jn the
river to hide the crime.
"LITTLE
FAIR
BY R. I.
FANNY"
26THANNUAL
MAKING PROGRESS
The parents of the murdered Ixiy,
who rtslded
on
South
Second
street, were notified of his death and
are now in Iowa., where they attend
Quite a Building Boom Is Now Will Leave Here August 13 In Installation of Gasoline En- According to Latter's Version ed the funeral, and are endeavoring
to have the murderer of their son
gines May Mark Epoch In
of Encounter Which OcCharge of J. B. McAlanus.
brought to Justice, but the police,
on and There Is More
while conceding that young Pollock
Mogollon District.
curred Today.
The Route and
was murdered, state i7iat with the
to Follow.
exception of a dictionary bearing the
name of a man new being looked up
SILVEK CITY. GOLDEN CLIMATE LITEKATUKEFOK ADVERTISING LAST CHANCE. $1,000 DAILY NO COMPLAINT OK AKKEST by the poiice, they have no clues.

.

SILVER CITY" IS

CAR

The vast amount or improvements
that are now under way in Silver City
txcltes the comment of strangers and
ihos who have been absent trom the
city any length of time, says the Enterprise. A dozen or more handsome
homes are now in process of construction and as many more nre planned for the coming year, so that Silver City, In addition to the happy appellation that has been applied to U
of being a 'Silver city with a Golden
Climate," will soon be known as a
"City 01 Home liuilders."
T,ie business part of town is keep- inn pace with the residence part, ana
a number
handsome business
blocks have been completed or are
now hi course of construction.
The new Hell block Is one of the
most suDstantial improvements on
Hroadwav and Is a credit to the town
The new Elks' hall and opera house
is well under way, tne foundation hav
ing been completed recently, and is
The
now readv for the first floor.
Abraham "block is in course of construction, while the v. aitehill block
will be rtady for occupancy in a few
days.
Work will start soon on a commodious brick residence to be built by
Mrs. Hulda Peterson.
Plans have arrived for the asceptic
tank and filter for the Hroadway
street sewerage system and the work
of Installing the plant will commence
at once under the direction of the supervising engineer, Wm. Laizure. Four
sewage pipes
cars of 10, 6 and
and connections have been ordered.
Sam Schiff Is naving erected, in addition to tno handsome seven-roohouse for himself, a
brick
on the lot directly east of the Schliff
place.
Excavations' are being made for the
residence and stable of Theo. V. Carter on the highland south of the court
house. The house and stable will cost
about $7,0H0.
Ground has been broken for the now
residence of u. W. Marriott. The
foundation wid be of the beautiful
blue linustone from the Muy Alto
quarries west of town. The residence
will be of brick, eight rooms, modern
In every respect. Mr. Marriott is also
having erected in the same block two
adobe houses for rental purposes.
Robert Black has broken ground
for a cozy brick cottage, designed on
modern architectural plans, and when
completed will be for rent.
Brick work on the Coon residence is
very nearly completed. One of the
attractive architectural features of the
house is an
outside
chimney of blue limestone. The urick
is laid in tinted mortar, whicu gives
it a pressed brick appearance.
Contract has been let to Matthews
and Laird by the Silver City National
bank for the erection of two
brick cottages.
The foundation is being laid for a
residence to be erected by A. F. Lee.
The house will be of adobe, miJfeion
style with patio, and will contain
eleven rooms. The cost will be in the
neighborhood ot 17,000.
A. S. Goodell is putting up two store
rooms, each 25x5.
Boulware & Eno are preparing to
have erected feed stableB, with a capacity of 150 head of stock. The
stables will take in nearly half a block
and will be of corrugated iron. The
building will also contain a l)!acksmith
shop, a grain room, and an office.
The foundation is being laid for the
residence to he erected by Mrs. A. U.
Wn'ton.
The Elder proerty. which Mrs.
Warren and Miss Koehler recently
purchased, has lcen greatly improved.
Black & Atkins are making some
Improvements to the W. A. Heather
residence.
Plats are now being prepared which
will bring Into market the beautiful
forty acre tract north of Silver City
which will be known as Warren Place.
Water has been brought a distance
of 1,500 feet, lots and blocks laid out
in an attractive manner with wide
streets, along whicli shade trees are
to be planted.
five-roo-

five-roo-

MclNTOSH BROWNS 13
DEMING YELLOW KIDS 2
THIS WAS THE RESULT OF YESTERDAY'S GAME AT DEMING.
BASE BALL DOPE.
Manaser Cavanaugh and his Hrown-ivreturned home from Deming this
morning to tell of another victory The
score was 13 t: 2. The Urownies were
too fas-- , for the Yeilow Kids.
For
seven innings the Drowns 'hail the
Kids shut out, and but for a couple of
bobbles, iH niings side of the score
board would have showed an unbroken succession of go
It happened like mis: A Kid got to fire base
with one man out, and a hit p'aced
the first bait, r on second. McIHmald
made a peg to catch the man on first,
and the ball hi: him in the back. The
runner on second base started for
third ami Ortiz whipped the ball over
to Sala.ar. The throw was true but
the runner's back was in tlie way
again, and while tlie ball was being
retrieved, the Kids scored their outruns,
y ry
Gallegos pitched g od ball for' tlie
Drowns. Noidhaus was on the rubber
for the Kids and had a whirlwind of
speed, but the Itrownies had their batting eyes wffh them. .,py hit one over
the feme. Graham crackefl two up
against tne ienee. ami i ornan drew ar
cotijde of long urn.'. Ortiz made a
spectacular
catch. Captain
McDonald's little peg to the base was
the death of several of tne Kids who
were caught napping. Clancy played
fast ball at short.
The wiles are working to have the
Kl l'aso Hankers lu re on next Saturday and Sunday. The Drowns are
In pretty good shape and tbe
gaine ought to be a liot one.
Clifton took two games from the
Hankers on Saturday
and Sunday,
seres to 1. ami 9 to i. The Danker
took one game of the series.
The Grocers beat the Snopie yesterday morning by a score of 12 to 11
and then beat the Colored loys In the
afternoon by a score of 9 to 3.
s

get-lin-

SPENDING

10 ADVERTISE

paper for the
annual fair has been .re
ceived nt the fair headquarters in the
Grant building, and the Itinerary for
the trip of the advertising car Is now
being arranged, the car to leave this
city Monday, August 13, in charge of
J. B. McManus.
stands, depictA numoer of
ing, in colored pictures, figures, and
Interesting reading matter, the many
attract.ons of the coming fair, telling
of the horse racing and its accompanying prizes, tiie base ball tournament,
the exhibits and other things, are included in the paper secured, as are
numerous otuer smaller stands, hangars, dodgers and illustrated literature.
The Sanra Fe, following its usual custom, has supplied the fair association
with 2MKiu colored uangers. a foot
wide and three feet long, printed In
Udh Spanish and English, telling of
the fair and the Kw rates that will
prevail, which are to be distributed at
every station along the system.
In addition to the advertising matter it win carry, the advertising car
itself will be profusely decorated with
banners, paintings and streamers, Its
les to Tie literally covered wuu descriptive matter.
The schedule of tlie car's tour is as
follows:
Albuquerque on train No. 34,
August 13.
At Bernalillo AtiRtist 14.
At Cerrlllos August 15.
August 15.
At
At Simta Fe August 13.
At Laniy August 1C.
At Las Vegas August 1?.
At Watrqus August IS.
At Wagon Mound August 19.
At S.iringer August 20.
At Katon August 21.
At Trinidad August 22.
Straight back to Helen, leaving
there on August 24.
At Socorro August. 25.
At Magdelena August 2(i.
At Socorro August 2(5.
At San Marcial August 27.
At las Cruets August 2!'.
At El Paso August 30.
At Itincon August 31.
At Iteming August 31.
At Silver City September 1.
Straight back to Albuquerque, leaving here again September 3.
At Lamina September 4.
At Gallup September ti.
At Holbrook September 7.
At Winslow September 8.
At Flagstaff September 9.
At Williams September 10.
At Ash Fork September 12.
Straight back to Albuquerque.
That the fair will be thoroughly
advertised in the territory covered
by the car before its final return to
this city goes without saying, and that
the attractiveness of the literature
and the many attractions and features
to be offered this year will bring the
largest crowd of visitors to the city
during fair week that has ever visited
a fair here, is also taken for granted.
All

tweniy-sixt-

the advertising
h
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ELKS' EXCURSION
TO SANTA CLARA
HAND BILLS BEING

DISTRIBUTED
ENUMERATING THE MANY
CONVENIENCES TO BE
ENJOYED.

Santa Fe IClks have had hand bills
struck off advertising their excursion
via tlie Denver & Kio Grande railroad
to Santa Clara, Sunday, August 12.
A special train has been chartered
to carry the delegation from thia city
on that day, which is the date of the
annual observance of tficT feast of Santa Clara Tne rate for the round trip
has been placed at the nominal figure
of $1.5,.
According to the schedule that has
been arranged, the train will leave
the union depot at 8 o'clock in the
morning, and returning arrives at 9
o'clock in the evening. Tents and
awnings for shade have been provided
and those who do not care take
lunches with them will find ample
refreshments on the grounds. The
Capital City band has leen engaged
to furnish music for the occasion.
The Santa Clara, San Juan and San
Ildefonso Indians will Join forces in
this celebration and in addition to
various tnual dances the various pueblos will be represented. The dances
include a sun dance, a war dance and
an eagle dance.
The hand bills tell of an irregular
!r. gram arranged by the Klks. It is
as follows:
First I'lish the train over the hill
to slow music by the Capital City
band.
Second Take a drink at the Uio
Grande. (Those desiring to swim w...
be furnished with
Indian battling
sutis on application to Agent Har.
ney).
Third Rainbow dance. (Weather
bureau will furnish uie rain) by consent of Jay Dird Sloan.
Tom-ToFourth Klks'
dance.
(Galile) accompaniment.
Fifth t hieken and ham
sandgreen,
wiches
chili, watermel ns.
cucumbers. Ice cream, cake, Klks'
milk and anything else you may desire to bring along.
Sixth Klks' song learned at Denver
reunion, "We are here because we're
here," witn chorus.
Seventh "Sweet
niing Delis'' by
JH. Vaughn. (If requested).
Jose D.
Thomas J. (ialde and
C. Watson are advertised as the
official chaperonts of tne party. New
Mexican.
Sl-fia-,

TOO LATE

TO

CLARIFY

FOR KENT
Two rooms, all modem, tor Hunt housekeeping.
Also,
two rooms en sui'i'.
Gentleman
roomers
preferred.
jl? South
Hroadway.
WANTED
A liustl.T to take orders
for the "Spencer Seedless Apple
Tree." Good money for i
nergetic young man. Call at U'4 South
Walter street, for full information.
WHY PLANT THE SEED VARIETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
"SEEDLESS
APPLE"
ORCHARD
AT SMALL COST?
N. W. ALGER,
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.
e

$750,000

ON

KNOCKED OUT

OR

BD CHAIRS
We place on sale a big
assortment of Odd Chairs
at grealy reduced prices,
among them a most desirable lot of chairs at a reduction of 20 to 50 per cent.
We Gladly Show you
our stock leaving your own
good judgment to do the rest

MONTEZUMA BALL AND
"You may jot down In jour note
Because he dldn t we the manner
book that the Mogollon
in
which Charles Meyers, i x mayor of
district is
"ROBIN HOOD PARK'.
the greatest mining district yet dis- Albuquerque, addressed him, H. L.
in
New
covered
Mexico, as far as gold WooMen, a real estate dialer, this
and silver mining are concerned," morning landed straight on Mr. Mey- TO BE FEATURES OF TWENTY-SIXTANNUAL FAIR COMsaid Frank Nicholson, consulting en- er's proboscus, felling nlm to the
MITTEE WOrtKING ON
gineer for the "Little Fanny" Mining floor, w.i..e the latter was standing in
.4EW PLAN.
company, who was lu the city for Mr. Wootten;s office on West Gold

an hour this morning while en route
east.
Mr. Nicholson was accompanied by
Mrs. Nicholson and daughter,
Miss
Helen, and was on his return home
from a sojourn of three weeks at the
mines, which are aliout ninety miles
north of Silver City. They will stop

x'"y

In

'in-'-

i

i,r;a ..!..

K.

k

,

PIVI. '

avenue.
There were no wltnesse.'- to the pugilistic encounter but Mr. Wo Men
gave the following account of ;he
affair to a reporter for The Evening

A feature of the Montezuma ball
this year will be the "Ilonin Hood
Park." to be constructed out of the
Alvnrniln rviurt lv Ihp nM r.f flrvtrtf.
jty and decorations, the interior
tf,n l0 )e niade an eiectric fountain
Meyers has been 'ruoi.lng
in' on for the time being, by the aid of hun-n, . .
.
. '1
.1
f,,r some tim nnst
m.imlntr
ThU
n.un-u'
oi colored uieanuescenis wuicu
!,e cR"'e 10 I,ly mce an(1
,llellt Is proposed to use.
in spetcn concerning h certain trans
At the last nieetine of the commit- action. The war of words waxed w arm - tee having the arrangements of the
er with each waning moment, until ball in charge; when tnls feature was
at last he called me a d
liar. I tcld broached, it was decided
give It the
him not to repeat it. He squarreii off, above name. Manager Adams of the
in front of me, and said again. 'You Alvarado, where the ball is to oe held,
are a d
liar.' Then I hiT him. Yes, is lending his hearty
to
1
hit him .iard. knocking him down, the scheme, as . Manager Schweitzer
When ne came to. he said, 'Give a fed- - 0f tne curio department, who has
low a chance, won't you?' I told Mm 1 promised to tnrow open the doors of
would, and lifted him up off Che floor, the Indian museum, which opens into
upon which he had fallen whe n I hit the court, for the occasion, hestoons.
I put his hat on and almost decorations
him.
of all kinds and many
carried aim t a chair in niy office, colored Navajo rugs will transform
in wiiicn I sat him down, wiping tue the interior court info n bower of
blood off him and arranging his dis- - beauty, which will make It a
clotliing. He wa ready to be forgotten scene bv those attending,
listen to me then, without calling
The committee, headed bv Chair- names, and we afterward had a really man O'Rielly Is working har
n the
sociable chat. That's all theie was ball feature, and that it will b
great
t It."
success goes without saying.
Mr. Meyers could not be found this
afternoon, but as no complaints or ar - TIlFtnAV I ITFDAPY
UllUnrirxl
rests were made in the matter, it is
CLUB'S NEW OFFICERS
:,,!L,rb,that he was not vrry spr' -

Mlbert Faher

foun-Citize-

n

Railroad

Albuquerque,

308-31- 0
Regarding mines and mining, .Mr.
Ave.,
N. M.
Nicholson said:
"We are busily engaged, just now,
in piercing the 'Little Fanny' with a
l.uuo foot double compartment, 5x13
ieei, in me ciear snait.
lien we
left it was down 3(18 feet. We have
a great ileal of confidence In the "Lit
tle
so much in fact that we
will spend nt least
of
a million dollars In Its development
me iast vnance mine, in our
neighborhood, is now producing abott
i,uuu a uay. ine iast (.nance peo
ple are also doing some work Just
now that is likely to mark an im
portant epoch in the history of mining in Grant county, which is the In
stalling of gasoline engines.
This
is one for Rockefeller, but oil at 42
cents is cheaper by
than wood nt
$7 a cord.
Wood is very plentiful,
Dut the trust on it is equally as
strong as the worst octopus we have.
Colo. Phone Blfc 93
Auto. Phone 292
The natives stick together on the $7
a cord price.
"As an example of how mining In
The Tuesday literary club, whica
picking up in the Mogollon district, CONVENTION CITY SEwill resume its "course of studies Occlaims that were offered for $300 and
2, has selected the following of
$100 a year ago, nre now held at $30,-00- 0
CURES ANOTHER MEETING tober
ficers to serve the ensuing year:
and higher."
President Mrs. F. H. Moore.
NEW MEXICO
ASSOCIATION
OF "Vice President
Mrs. A. D. Stroup
FIREMEN TO MEET IN ALBUSOMETHING IN STORE
Secretary Mrs. J. H. Wroth.
QUERQUE DURING FAIR
Treasurer Mrs. A. U. Mc.Millen.
FOR THEATER GOERS
WEEK.
The program conim..ee, composed
In addition to the conventions, as- of Mestlames A. 11. Stn up, R. H. Les
"THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN" COMsociations and otuer organization meet- ter and A. E. Walker, has Just com'
ING TO ELKS' THEATER NUings to take place in Albuquerque, pleted the fifth annual calendar for
MEROUS OTHER MUSICAL
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves
"the convention city,"
COMEDY PRODUCTIONS.
during fair the dun. The cliu will devote an
week aiready mentioned in these col- other year to the study of Shakes
Steel Ranges,
peare, the major plays to bo "King
Much is in store for the Albuquer- umns, there'wlll be a meeting
of the Lear," "Richard
111,' "iiamlet," "Much
que theatergoer the coming theatrical New Mexico Association
Firemen, Ado Aoout Nothing," those to receive
season. Though the season for book- Secretary A. M. Dettlebackof of
Santa minor attention being "Comedy of
ings has only Just fairly begun, Man- Fe, having advised Manager McCanna
GO, 117 Gold Avenue
ager Matson of the Klks' opera house of the fair association
Errors." "Tempest, "Winter's Tale,
that he would and
Night.'
"Twelfth
has half a hundred entertainments Issue a call for a meeting
of the
new departure of the club for
booked, no less than five cf taem beassociation
the near future, thisA fall which
is expected to add
ing what are termed in New York as said meeting to takeinplace
during
here
Don't DHpuU with a Woman,
much interest to The meetings will be
first class productions in musical com- the week of September 17.
edy, and there are none of the fifty
This nuefing w'll bring a large the stuely of the music taken from the
Especially, if she tells you to order
that the o"ess can not recommend. number of firemen "Trom the different different plays.
sack of
These are middle class plays by one- - towns in New Mexico where depart'
EMPRESS FLOUR.
night end repertoire companies, at ments, volunteer or paid firemen, are NEW MEXICO BOYS .
Mtake no excuse, (ir you should ftwr
reasonable and popular prices. Dut maintained.
get the order), that you could sol
what is most Important to these who
HAVE REACHED AUSTIN
The meeting of the
&
find it, for every first-clagroeu
like tlie real thing as k is seen in Embalmers' assoc IaUon Undertakers
.wLU bo
held
handles EMPRESS. You Trill ihim
New York is the assurance that Mr. here September 17, 18
19. and it AND THEY ARE
and
NOW IN CAMP
And good bread, good biscuits, goo
Matson has booked some high class is expected that a
number of
CAMP
MABRY
AT
TRIP
pastry end most Important ot all
musical comedies, several of which will undertakers from alllarge
terri-tit-over
the
MADE WITHOUT
good cheer to greet you wfhen yo
be seen at the Klks1 during the coming
will be present.
WEATHER
come home for your dinner. Try It--'
season. The most important of these
'
Secretary Strong and Vice President
HOT.
will be "The County Chairman," writ- Dorders of
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Emprssa si
the
organization
temixirary
ten by the liu'merous George Ade, and are working hard to
II ethers.
,
make the meeting Special Correspondence:
put on the stage by W. 'H. Savage. a success.
Camp Mabry, Tex., Aug. D. The
On March 14, the original New. York
The dates Mr the Retail Grocers' as- provisional battalion from New Mex
production will "Tie seen at the Elks' sociation
meeting has not been defi- ico arrived here today and immedl
epera house in Uis city. i.Ir. Matson nitely
decided upon as yet but win ately went Into camp, the trip from
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. X.
signed lue contract for this attraction take place
some time during fair week Albuquerque to this city, via New
on Saturday, and he did it by offering as will
the wool growers convention, ton, Kas., being made without any
a guarantee, over all other opera
the Knights
Pythias meeting, and special incident, or misfortune behouse managers of New Mexico and the Shrlners' of
meeting.
falling the territorial troops.
Arizona. Mr. Walter Leslie, the manAt Fort Worth, Tex., the detachager wrote Mr. Matson that he had
DHnDaBBHsvaaaManaBMnHOH
ment from Roswell was picked up
one date io give in either New Mex- RATHER PECULIAR MAR-RIAG- E
by the special train and proceeded
And Careful Dispensing, go to
ico or Arizona and Mr. Mats-ogot it.
AT LONG BEACH to the camp with the rest of the New
Then on January 21 and 22 for two
The
Busy Little Drag Store
Mexico National Guard. The camp Is
nights, "The two Johns," will bo seen
one,
city
of
an
to
close
Ideal
the
at 117 West Railroad Avenue
at the EIks
Miss Ida G. Cowley and Lawrence
On January 1 is booked
and sanitarily one of the best
"The Marriage of Kitty," which made F. WToodhead, giving their residences Austin,
state,
camps,
men
military
so
here
a great hit here last year, and later as Albuquerque, were marrteH nt
on "Her Own Way," another high Ixmg Deach, Calif., last week, amid there is in the United States.
All of the New Mexico boys are In
class production, will be seen at the surroundings
A
rather unusual.
spirits, and despite the exceedElks'. Tne "Maid and the Mummy," church party, In which those partici- - good
is another, and tue irresistable "Paul pajing wore "ye olden tyme" clothes, ingly warm weather are already manwas in progress in the church nar- - aging to extract a great deal of pleasGilmore' is still another.
camp life, but as there
These are a few of the best s far lors of the hirst
Congregational ure from
Both Telephones.
117 West Railroad Avsniidi
probably bo heavy work in drillicx)ked.
church near the parsonage when the will
ing for the battalion to do, and as
bride and groom called at the par- everything
here is being carried on
TO BE PERFECTLY HAPPY
sonage to be married. After the cere
TEN NIGHTS IN
mony the newly wedded couple wera under strict military regulations, and
top
off all your other creature comexpectwould
same as
be
surprised
to find about much the
forts with a rattling good cigar Ilk
A BAR ROOM" greatly
it is thought that
twenty-fiv- e
guestg awaiting them on ed in time of war,
the famous White Lily. There'a a.
will return with
the lawn, together with an Italian the territorial guard
smoke for you! Clear Hayanna filler
reTonight the Lyllian Leightcm Stock band.
experience
as
the
valuable
much
(no scraps or "shorts"). The wrapper
and Mrs. Woodhead, al- sult of the encampment.
company will present "Ten Nights in though Mr.
In
Is carefully and artistically "rolled."
Long
a Bar Room," that beautiful old in- Deach, perfect strangers
at this unexpected RETAIL GROCERS OF
The White Lily looks well, smells
structive dar'ama that has afforded sight, andrallied
ditto and the way It makes a fellow
NEW YORK MEETING.
pleasure to the theater public for they could. "did the honors" as best
feel! Yet, 6 cents buys one, $2.00 a
The sixth anmany years. The play is old yet ever
Olean. N. Y.. Aug.
box of 6u any color or strength you
new.
nual convention of the New York
You have seen it many times,
want. Smoke a White Lily and be
but you are going to see the pro- ALBUQUERQUE BOY
State Association of Retail Grocers
Sevwill open here this afternoon.
duction at the Casino because Miss
MURDERED IN IOWA eral hundred members of the associaLeighton is introducing some special
tion, many of them accompanied by
features you have never seen before.
One of these features will be a uni- AND
BODY THROWN
IN
DES their wives, are liere, and a successW. J.
ful convention is expected.
formed Salvation Army band, and the
MOINES RIVER
PARENTS
113, WEST RAILROAD AVENUl
Fobs, the president of tbe Olean Grospecial feature will be Carrie Nation,
NOW IN IOWA ATTENDwith a real hatchet.
cers' association, not being in the
ING FUNERAL.
c ity, First Vice President
J. W. Maloy
The great moral temperance drama
A loeke't dictionary,
is heartily endorsed by the clergy
bearing the will call the convention to order.
and the; press and lias reformed many name on the
of a Garden City, Mayor E. D. Westbrook wlllweleomn
H. O.
delegates and President
a drunkard.
It teaches a great life Iowa. man. mav bo the
if fimi. th
There will e'sc
lesson and presents more different lug the murderer of Jo.. PotUir-ho iWiikie will reseiwmd
a nl"lll,,r "f o'her addresses of
feature's ami characters than any will be remembered by many Albu-!1"This even-age- ,
other play of its kind. Poor Joes 'iiiere ans as a young man, 1!
of welcome and responses.
The telephone makes the
The telephone preserves your
Morgan in his weaknesses,
who worked at different i.hicc!iM" there will be another meeting, at
delirium
x IVe sidi lit
De.MO't of New
tremens and subsequent reform ami in this citv for Ibr.... vcniu nr. .,. t..e wliich
duties
health,
lighter,
the
prolongs your life and
cares
less,
prosperity is one of tbe strongest fail, at which time he left here, going York and ethers will deliver addresses
characters ever presenteel on tbe to Ottumwa, Iowa, wlnte his dead on several imiortant topics. Early
protects your home.
and the worries fewer.
body was found several elays ago. closing and other matters will be disst.itre.
Da by Trixie', who Joined the comcussed. Tlie convention will adjourn
floating in ihe Des Mo:m s river.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
IN
YOUR
HOME
pany this wee k, will play Mary MorA
Pollock, wnen hero, worked for a Wednesday cvenln".
gan.
lime nt the Alvarado, the Snot Cash
ur cery s!ore, the French bakery aUii
POLICE COURT
'"'er iii tne nuns, lie made many
friends by his genial disposition, during
bis resilience here. After going
Three' p.ain drunks were in th(. dock
TO DATE SIGNS
bis morning w lie n iMilice; court open 'o Ottir.uwa he- - worked there up to
ed for 'he- - morning
Kaeh the lime of his dcalu. It is thought
Finest Whiskies
trie d to explain t
the court w?iy it he was inurdi'ied as his throat shows
208 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
was tl.a' he- was arrested, despite the'
fact liiut be was sober, and succeeded
Wines, Brandies. Etc. ?
uly in si curing tlie regtila'ion $3 or
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
j

-

three-quarte-

rs

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

PILSENER BEER

never-to-arrange- d

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
and Ranges.

Agt. CHARTER OAK

BORRADAILE

ea

&

New-Mexic-

aa

v

INCI-DEN-

T

M. BERGER,'""

For Prompt Service, Cotirteoos Treatment

The Williams Drug; Company
THE BLUE FRONT

.

A.

J.

RICHARDS

Convenience - Comfort - Security

f

ine-a-

"

tT A.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

LUCERO

IP

The St. Elmo

-

five days.
One victim stated that the police
"iiael it in for him but when witnesses showed that the "plain drunk" was
"down and out" be was given a ticket
for five dins board with Mr. Tierney.

Another swore that he was never
drunk except when he- was under the
influence of whiskey or bee r and don't
know wha. In- - was doing, in view of
this Poiice Judge Crawf rd let him
tiiu-- . which he paid.
down with
The third toTd how he had found a
b ak in tin1 lid and got drunk trying to
stop the leak. He also got five days.

0000CC0C

FRENCH BAKERY
213 WEST RAILROAD

GTEVENS

&

-

Opening of Skating Rink, Monday,
2:30 p. m. Fine orchestra.

00C C0C00C8
AVE.

OOWYER,
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CKi:s

Better

Than

Home-Made- .

Always

iS

West

..--

on Hand.

'

f

,

S

.

'

SAMPLE A NO 0

Railroad Avenue

o

CLUB ROOMS

TO THE LADIES:
to

Is hpre too warm
Shirt Waists and White Dresses to us.
k.
..11
.l
i
rvcuy
uouver
miu
cueui uj )uu 1U
Domestic or gloss
cniBiieci or wriuaiva
Back of Postoffics.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo, Red 148.
Hot

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

00v00KCC00-OCOsK0C'0C'-

l20

Oi

Proprietors

ill'TTKK NUT

;

r

wash and Iron. Send lour
cor- laundry
them
.
...
. .
..
. We will
nice lOX tney Will UOl Dm
finish.

Imperial Laundry Co.

8

ALBUQUERQUE

ing to the Plan"
(Sermon of Rev. J.

delivered at Uie Highland Methodist
ciuircn last evening .)

M. Sollie,

ny faith, Noah bolus warned of that lias never yet been i.roKen. inai
steadily
things not seen as yet, moved with Noah "moved with fear,building
the
of proseeutlni? his work of
fear prepared nn nrk to the Bavin con-, ark, despite the scorns and hissings
tils h.iuse; by the which lie

him with
demned the world, and became heir of of the people, who charged
being the victim of foolishness, all
hi.-l.v faith."
h
the time striving to keep his children
3tnhwu,
from Sunday base ball and the like,
it
......
:
Noah
Subject
have a tendency , tne day of
the Plan.
final accounts, to send the ungodly
Wo lam from the study of the further down toward the abyss of perScriptures as well as from Christian dition ; where the weepings, waitings
experience, that faith In God Is the and gnashing of teeth will be more
pnly true ground uKn which we can tormenting. It would be much better
exercise saving confidence in Him on fur such that Noah had never lived,
the one hand, and on the other, that or at any rate, that he had not lived
faith lu Him is neccessaiy as a pre long enough to have built the ark. Hut
requisite to securing God s confidence some may say,
the condemnation
Jn us. God confides in those who con- - 1M(k(n of tM(lre has reference to the
flde In Him. We are pointed to many
,,ay aml
,e that
,n
Xoah-vea
Instances In Scripture, where God has m)t tQ ug who
ve um,er ,ne new
made, confidential friends of those (ilt)pen8atlon
if that be true, what
who have learned to place Impdclt buBlneg9 d(, Pall, ,mvo reforrinK to
confidence in Him. (W warned,,,
If the faith displayed by Noah in
'Abraham of the destructb.n of Sodom-i(h- e
,,ullaln(l of the ark ha8 not ,ost
pledged Abraham and harnh his wirevfg power t0 inspire and cheer the
that they should have a son through ChrlstIan of t0liaV( why Flolll(1 the
whom the nations of the earth Bho"ld condemnation have spent Its force
No )h worl(. i.
le blessed. He made the prophets
hnk .
.
llih mouth piece, through which He .
conilemnation be
'man,
future
mind
of
to
the
unfolded
cause of Noah's faith in God, today,
events. In fact. He has appeared to as those were who lived to mock him.
every
in
Him
almost
love
those that
I know there are some who would like
conceivable form, making known to to relegate to the far-opast the
"No
bosom.
of
His
them the secrets
teachings of the Old Testament, con"will
says
Psalmist,
things,"
good
the
sidering them as an obsolete propoHe withhold from them that walk up- sition, but to do this, would be to disit
thinking
my
way
of
rightly." To
count the New Testament, as well.
Is a glorious thing to tie so closely The froce In n Christian's life is found
friendship,
allied to God b ythe ties of
in the fact that It condemns the world.
that He will condescend to confide to Mordecal. the Jew, was n rebuke to
is
us the secrets of His bosom. It
King Ahab said
the bigoted Haman.
Indeed a Loon to have an earthly he hated Micalah, the prophet, befriend in whom we can thus confide, cause he always prophesied evil for
tut the value of an earthly friend him and not good, but however much
who Is thus confidential Is not to be he might have hated him, Micalah's
compared with the friendship of Him prophecy came true, regarding the
"who knows all things, sees all things,
miserable death that Ahab would die.
both in heaven The Christian whose life Is not a reand who has
and earth. "Moved with fear, pre- buke to sinners, his sincerity may be
pared an ark to the saving of his doubted.
bouse."
Christ says: "Woe unto you, when
After having been warned of the all men speak well of you." No man
approaching flood that was to destroy can have the friendship of everybody
the world, and at the same time being and live right. Oppose a man In everywarned to prepare a vessel sufficient thing, as Micalah did Ahab,
king,
to meet the Issue. Noah "moved with and he will certainly learn the
to hate
fear." That is, he began the work you, as Ahab did Micaiah. Noah inof building the ark with prudent fore- curred the displeasure and criticism
thought, the prime object being the of the world in his day, because lie
saving of his house in connection with built the ark on dry land, claiming
tiimself, from being destroyed by the that God h'ad ordered it built. The
flood. His first impression was to do utter disbelief on the part of the peo
the work according to the plan, both ple regarding his project, made his
as to the selection of the materlul and warnings seem the more ridiculous,
also as to following Instructions re- but with all this Noah prosecuted it
garding the dimensions. God had to completion.
became heir of
carefully prepared the plans and spec- the righteousness "And
which is by faith."
ifications, making mention of the kind Faith being the ground or condition
of material that should go in the of a Godly inheritance, and Noah be
building, the exact dlmentions, and ing In possession of an unshaken
told him just how It should be finished faith in God, he became heir, or the
on the inside. Noah felt that his part recipient of all that faith represents.
was to carry out the plan, as Is the As a reward for
and twenty
case with every honest builder, which years of faithfula hundred
obedience to God's
great
precision.
Unlike
he did with
he saw the world go
many, who undertake service for God, commands,
down, while he and his family, with
mango
about it in a perfunctory
that
every comfort of life,
within
ner, as If God had no rule by which the ark which he had housed
with
built
his
proHis work should be done. Such
own hands,
grandly on the
fessors remind me cf the young man, boso mof the floated
rising waters. It must
who was enployed by an evangelist have
a comforting thought to
to distribute religious tracts among Noah, been
as he looked from the windows
the prisoners at the jail in a certain of the ark, and saw the world of man
city. The name of the evangelist was kind struggling in the throes of death,
on each tract. The young man went remembering
all that was near
forth to the jail and without regard to est and dearestthat
to
was safe with
the several needs of the prisoners, or in the vale. We him
would hardly supas to the nature of the tract that he pose that he regretted
at that time
was giving each of them, in passing the many years' toil to build
the ark.
one cell fa which there was a prisoner and the many
rebuffs with which he
that was to hang the next day, and had met In trying
the people
feeling that he ought to have one be- of a deluge to come.to warn
No doubt but as
yond a doubt, he pushed one through he beheld the
of the
the narrow opening which had these flood, that he feltdestruction
that he wa3 doubly
verses of Scripture on it: "Go ye Into paid for all the efforts
that he had
all the world, and preach the gospel made.
to every creature. He that believeth
And that, to rny mind, was
a
and Is beptized shall be saved; but prototype of the scene that will but
lie that believeth not shall be place on that great, day, when take
we
damned.' The poor man whose doom shall all appear at the judgment bar
was fixed looked at It and was much of God. This
shall be the reward of
grieved. He said: "The evangelist the
In that trying hour. They
knows my fate, and insteadd of send shallfaithful
caught up in the chariot with
ing a tract with words of sympathy, he their be
saviour, and vault into heaven,
sends me this, which he knows is watching the world
beneath as It
Impossible, just to add insult. I would
with fervent heat, and the un
have expected different treatment melts
goaty, as tney go down to rise no
from a religious teacher." The
more.
schall we regret our
with which some professors tolls on Then
the contradiction
of religion do business for the Lord or sinners?earth,Theandanswer
No, no,
Is enough to disgust the world with on! Happy, too, will be is:
the parents,
religion. See them at church on Sun if they, like
Noah, can see on board
day and their saintly appearance tne
tneir entire lamity, as a
would lead a stranger to believe that resultcnanot
of their labors. My brthern, let
, their purpose was to take the world
us build according to the plan.
for Christ In a very short time, but
watch them through the week, and
they are in attendance at all places BEATING LAW
of wordly amusement. Such religious
AROUND THE BUSH
duconslstency will never impress the
world religiously. While religion Is
in the world, it is not of the world. It IS IT NOW ILLEGAL TO PLAY
lias a separate sphere in which it lives
STUD POKER IN ROSWELL?
and works. Noah and his family lived
among the people of their day, whose
A big game of stud poker was on
wickedness God disdained, tut they
were not of them. Noah prudently much of Tuesday at the Free Coin
saloon, and City Marshal Rascoe
tut diligently worked at building the age
ark while the people laughed, but was there to see just how tue game
rwhent the deluge came Noah and his was being carried en, says t- -e Ros-weRecord of last Wednesday. He
family were saved, while the people
went down. "Prepared an ark for the found that the owners of the house
were
not
saving of his house." Noah was
that it was
only Interested In his own salvation game merely between tae players and
family
as well. Un- that they were playing for stakes
tut in that of his
like many of today, whose greatest large enough to make it interesting
concern regarding their children is to Mefore making any arrests, he consult
get them Into society, Noah s greatest ed Attorney Dunn, law partner of K
concern for his was to get them into K. Scott, who is attending to the ilu
he ark, of safety. Noah did the sen ties of city attorney during the tern
jiiMo thing, though the people though porary absence fi Mr. Scott. Upon
lilm foolish. Now since the ark that ttie advice of Attorney Dunn no ar
Noah built represents the church of rests were made.
Christ, would It not be best, yea, in
Attorney Dunn, when seen by
finitely best, for we, as parents, to representative of the Record tod.iv,
make less effort at getting our child said: "Since Mr. Scott will be g jne
fen into society, and greater at getting only a few more days, I prefer nut to
them into the church, that at the make any statement iu the capacity of
lroper time they may be saved in city attorney or to say anything that
heaven?
What good did society to might commit th- - city attorney. I will
those people who were out of the ark wait f r Mr. Scott to coine home aud
when the floods came? "Hy the wb'eh give the ina'ter his personal attenlie condemned the world." The fact tion. It was he who drafted the ordthat Noah built the ark in obedience inance and he had bttter handle this
to the command of God, us a means case. However, personally, 1 will say
of preserving himself and family from I don't believe the ordinance Is broad
the destruction of the flood, lias set enough to cover social gambling or
a sea! of condemnation to the world gambling of any character, except in
per cent games. J lie ordinance was
drawn to cover per cent games and
nut intended for any ther purpose
believe the council w.n have to pa.--s
another ordinance in order to cover
the new k'n.l of games that
said
to have '.een started."
Io you keep these tints in your lace ?
In Self uefense
If you urc one of the wise vvmueu w ho
Use
Major Haniin, editor and manager of
Constitutionalist, Kmniinence, Ky.,
Ilagan's Magnolia Balm the
when he was fiercely attacked, four
we know you look ten years younger years ago, by piles bought a box of
thau many of your ntigliltor who uie Uuckleu's Arnica Salve, of which he
says: "ii cured h: in ten days and
cally younger than you are.
no trouble since. Quickest healer of
Iikv 75 fcoU. Sold by all drun$it.
burns, sores, cuts and w'.uujs.
25c
at all druggists.
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awak-wardne-

The pank and
white of youth.

6, 1906.

The BEST
of all Liniments
Use For Over 60 Years

In
3

MEXICAN
0
MUSTANG
9
LINIMENT
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I MUSTANG
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MEXICAN
MUSTANG
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MEXICAN
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MEXICAN
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MEXICAN
MUSTANG
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MEXICAN
MUSTANG
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MEXICAN
MUSTANG
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MEXICAN
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MEXICAN
MUSTANG
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MEXICAN
MUSTANG
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MEXICAN
MUSTANG
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5 MEXICAN
jj MUSTANG
6 LINIMENT
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MEW MEXICO

IT IS A QUICK HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CUTS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

For

PAIN'S

DEEP-SEATE-

APPLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUD HARD.

OKSAL FA

CURES QUICK BECAUSE
QUICK.

IT PENETRATES

NO PAIN SO DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
and ROUTED DY TIIISOLD
TIME-TRIEREMEDY.

23

ALBUQUERQUE

D

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL
AILMENTS of DOGS
OUT-WAR-

September 17th to 22nd, 1906.

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.
23c, 50c. and $1 a DOTTLE.

10,000 in Purses for Horse Races

HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.

BONE & HARNESS SORES.
SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
TAINS OR BHUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

TAKE

NO SUBSTITUTE.

GREATEST

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
but nothing like this

EMERGENCY.

LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.
QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.

rnL

The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT BITES.
IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS
OF ANY KIND.

A

home made door, with trimmings,

for $1.25.
We are making window screens all

mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
that
or
will outlast any door shipped In here
trim-from the cast, together with
!
mines, for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screep doors that have always cost,
heretofore $2. Oil to $2.25. for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.
o
Give ua your ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, an'l get Is back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.

I

Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

POSITIVELY Cures FILES
BUSY MONTH AT
HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS.

HOME-SEEKER-

S

COUNTY.

July has been a busy month at the
local land office, says the New Mexican of Saturday. A great deal more
business was transacted there last
:::onth than during the month of June.
The Estancla valley Is still catching
most of the homeseekers. Of 174 entries during the past mouth CI were
made In Torrance county. Mora county is second on the list with 31 and
Sau Miguel county occupies third
place with 18. Homestead entries were
recorded in every ono of the fourteen
counties in the district. The business
for the past month In detail is:
oHem-steaentries, T74; acres,
final nomestead entries, 8; acres,
:u;2; desert land entries, 17; acres

NOTHING hns EVER BEEN
FOUN D SO GOOD FOM
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.
FOR RHEUMATIC PAIN'S,
INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.

March
To the SANTA FE Depot and get one

The nomestead entries were divided
among the counties of the district as
Colfax, 3;
follows: Bernalillo, t;
Guadalupe 10; McKlnley, fi; Mora,
31; Rio Arriba, 2; Sandoval, 3; San
Miguel, 18; San Juan, 10; Santa Fe,
12; Socorro, 2; Taos, 3; Torrance, 61;
Valencia 3.
The final homestead entries were:
Bernalillo,' 2; Colfax, 1; Mora, 2; Rio
.nrriba, 1; San Miguel. 1; San Juan 1.

BETTER LINIMENT1P
YOU TRIED IT'S THE
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.
GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.

CURES vSORE THROAT.

OFFICIAL

TEASrOONFUL IN
HALF GLASSFUL OF

of those cheap tickets to the National
Encampment at Minneapolis Minn.

UiprYi
17 I
VI
1

DELEAPPOINTS
GATES TO MEETING OF
PRISON ASSOCIATION.
Governor Hagerman Friday appointed the following delegates to attend
the annual meeting of the National
Prison association at Albany, New
York, September 13: J. E. Woods,
Father Rabeyrolls, Frank Dibert, Santa Fe; John Becker, Jr., Helen; Mrs.
Mary Jane Borden, Albuquerque. The
National Prison association is really
organization and Its
a
meetings have been 'held annually
since its organization twenty-thfeyears ago. As its sessions heads of
penal institutions, prison wardens and
guards as well as all those interested
In the betterment of prisons, morally
and otherwise, meet to exchange
views. An elaborate program has been
arranged for this year's meeting.

GOVERNOR

ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE
WITH THE LINIMENT.
TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.

DENVER
&

RIO GRANDE
"Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest Una from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time at quick and rates as low as by
and other lines,
DINING
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.

semi-offici-

y

ACIIUS. AM)

soitii '..iiE':i ns.

THERE IS NOTHING SO
GOOD.
RUB IT IN WELL

Summer Diarrhoea in Children.
During the hot weatutr of the summer montiis the first unnatural looseness of a child's bowels should have
Immediate attention, so as to check
the disease before It becomes serious.
All that U necessary Is a few doses
f Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Komedy followed by a dose
of castor oil to cleanso the system.
Hev. M. (). Stoekland, vastor of the
first M. K. chiirci, little Falls, Minn.,
Ve have used Chamterlaln'8
writes:
Coli.', Cholera and Diarrhoea Hemedy
for several years and find it a very
valuable remedy, especially for summer disorders in children." Sold by all

drussists.

Try a Citizen Want ad.

$33-2-

T. M. PURDY, Agent

e

i"Al.S

for tne round trip. Tickets on sale
Final limit Sept. 1. This limit may be
extended until Sept. 30, by depositing ticket with Joint
agent at Minneapolis until Sept. 30. A fee of 50 cents
will be charged for this extension. For full particulars ask The Man at ticket window.
Rate

Aug. 10 and 11.

MATTERS

A

WATER & GARGLE Often.

i'UK

d

2.400.

YOU COULD'NT BUY A

MECHANICS NEED IT tsN
THEIR WORK BENCH.

Face-Forwar-

24,-0S-

A FEW DROPS,
A FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.

A

Right

GREATER AMOUNT OF BUSINESS
THAN DURING JUNE
TO TORRANCE

GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.

PUT

Comrades, Attention J

LOCAL LAND OFFICE

Forefathers.
Window ecreens, 7 cents per foot.

Maneuvers by United States Troops,
Baby Show.
Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit
Trades Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
streets carnival all the time.
80METHINQ DOING ALL THE TIME.

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.
Ladies' Half-Mil- e
Race.

CURES SPAVIN. AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RING-

The LINIMENT of our
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.

Mtmuall

Twenty-Sixt- h

.i.hiu.n.,
11-7-

AUGUST

STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS

The unders'sned is prepared to
make trips to and from the celebrated JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any Information desired can be secured
from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
Galveston's Sea Wall
makes life now as safe in that city as
on the higher uplands. K. W. Goodloe,
who resides on
Dutton street, in
Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for
?ifety. He writes: "I have used Dr.
Kind's New Discovery for consumption the past five years and it keeps
me well and safe. Before that time
I had a cough wnica for year
had
beeu growing worse. Now It's gone."
Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup
whooping cough and prevents pneumonia. Pleasant to take. Every not-tlguaranteed at all druggists. Price
Vic and $1. Trial bottle free.

e

MEN AND WOMEN.
l to

t

dajt-V-

o.iuniii JotH'ti,
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if m

HEtViNSCHEMilllCO.
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V.l.

A.
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cut
or
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On all

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.

Santa

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Bteamshlp ticket to all part
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Hallways. At Kennedy and B.ota
Fe. N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. AtPnU
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Vour business respectfully solieiud.
. B. URIMSHAW,
W. II. ANDREWS,
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. slgr.
Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT. Asst. Secy, and Treas.
A. h. GRIMSHAW.
J. P. LYNG,
Traveling Frt. and Pass. AgL
City Frt. and Pass. AgL
SANTA FE. N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

0
0

.uv.

in pi:n wrapper,
kpreui, prnid,
for
or 8 tiottlt-- s 9J.1S.

writ
Oil.
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NEW ESTIMATE MADE
NECESSITY

A HOUSEHOLD

FOR

During the summer months U
a good refrigerator, one that
really pre nerves things, and
docs not require much ice,
either. All these, and ot'ner essentials, are found In the

TO BE DEPOSITED

REFRIGERATORS.
TTeparttuent

United
oi the Interior.
States Surveyor General's Office.
For the District of New Mexico.
Santa Fe ,N" ..M. August 1. 1906.
The following is an estimate of thei
amounts which will hereafter be re- quired to bo deposited to the credit of
the treasurer if the Un.ted States to1
cover tin cost of office work in this
office for the survey ot mining claims,

Caii and let us show you Its
advantages.

J. D. EMMONS
The FURNITURE MAN
Corner Second street and Coal avenue.

Thompson was jerked. cut of the door
of his way car tiy a Biiuden lurch of
the irain and lell prostrate lu front
of a passenger train on a track along
side. Fortunately the force of the fall
caused the body to roll clear across
the tracks just in time to escape the
pilot of the passing engine. The fall
dislocated two li nes in Thompsons
left arm.

RAILROAD
TOPICS
imrmrmcmoejcat

oooooo
the Santa
No. y'.i,90G,

Fe air

(Signed)

brake1

One mining claim, ?me location,
$30.00
lode or placer
IxKle ai.d nu.lsite embraced in
uo.uO,
win survey
Mlllslte in connection with group
20.00
Tf claims
30.001
Millsite separate
Two contiguous lode claims, or
lees than eleven contiguous
lode ciaims, each location.... 23.00
Eleven or moro contiguous
claims included in one survey,, each location
20.00
Affidavits of Jo00 expenditure
of Improvements, after approval oi survey
5.00
Each lode claim within and included in a survey of a placer
claim
30.00
Amended surveys same as single
claims and groups as quoted
above.
If an amended order shall ue issued
by filing an amended location notice or
other cause, an additional deposit of
to win no required.
The amounts quoted above are es
timates, and if upon completion of the
work the actual costs are found to
exceed the deposit made, additional
deposit to cover such excess will be
required before the survey will be
approved.
Make deposits in name of claimant
in a United States depository to the
credit ot the treasurer of the United
States. The depository will Issue dup
licate ai.u triplicate certificates of de
posit, the duplicate of which must be
transmitted to this orrice.
United States depos.tories In New
wexicoo are as follws:
First National Bamc of Santa Fe,
in, m.; First National Batik
ranta
of Albuquerque. Albunuerane. N M
First National Ban;, cf Clayton, Clay- u.
tun,

Very respectfully yours,
JOHN WANAMAKER.

Manager for New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
Room No.

NOTICE

1. N. T.

Armljo Building.

(Homestead Entry No. C2C3.)
Department of the In' rior. Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, July
17, 1906.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler haa filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support oi his claim, nd that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk at Albuquerque, New ..lexlco, on
September 6, 1906, viz.:
Felix Garcia y Salazar, of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county. New Mexico, for the NEV4 SE',4. Section 10;
NW'4 SWVi, Section 11, Township 10
north. Range 6 east.
He nanus the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz.
Pilar Trullllo, Francisco Olguln, Da- rlo Gutierrez and Juan Apodaca, allot
carpenter, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Illinois Central R.R,

COLORADO

us

n

The "Knickerbocker Special"

M. STONE,

rsssngr

WILLIAMS WOMAN FEARS
THAT HUSBAND IS DEAD
Santa Fe Engineer Hat Mysteriously
Disappeared Wife Would Like
Insurance,
'What has oecome of my husband,
Engineir F. M. Stockton? Has he de
sorted me or has he met with foul
play?"
These are set ions questions that are
bothering Mrs. Stockton, it Vii.,ams,
Arizona, and she has written Albuquerque Santa Ke officials for any information that tnev niiirhf hnv ,v,oi
would throw light on her husbands
injsteilous disappearance.
Ho
left
home over a vrnr nirn. anil Mrc s;i,l--.
ton fears above afl ouTer Ihintss that
ne nas been foully dealt with. She
may attempt t recover a lM,m insurance policy
Enginter
Stockton had
.
i ... . i
i.
...i.i. .ui(3
neinoon or lyicomotive
inui
Engineers'.

at her parlors, No.
West Railroad avenue, Is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massace treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be injurious.
Gttxttai Bqfldin Supplies
She also prepares a hair tonic that
cures end prevents dandruff and hair
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
Both Phones
hair. Also
face powder, a freckle
Third and Marquettt
cure and pimple Cure and pile cure.
All of these preparations are purely
vegetable compounds. Have just added a vibrator machine for tr atment
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
We have received a car load of L lghtnlng presses and In order to sell
It is also used for rheumatlr:::, pains them right out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash coBt to
and massage
us and car load 'reight.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
SCREEN DOORS

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

KILL the COUCH
AND

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
Now Discovory
WITH

-

'

Price
60c $1.00
0UGHSn4
OLDS
Fret Trial.
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
0NSUMPTI0N

us

'

'

,1,

...i

V.

-

X

forG:

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

KORBER

&

CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albuqucrqpe

RIONEER BAKERY

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON
WEDDING

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

CAKES A SPECIALTY.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE,

At Consistent

We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque,

j j j j

Prices

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS
FER STABLES. .
Horse and Mules Bought and Ex
changed.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CttTY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All Kinds of Fresh and

OOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOfl

Thos. F. Keleher
OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Saddles, Lap
Leather, Harness,
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts Ave years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
AVENUE.
RAILROAD
408 WEST
PAINTS,

Salt Meats.

INSURANCE,

L. H. SHOEMAKER

THE CELEBRATED

General Repair Shop.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to "Walton's drug store, Sout
Third street.

0. W. Strong's Sons

Bottled in Bond.

ALBUQUERQUE PLAN1N6 MILL

W. E.

MAUGER

WOOL

with Mauger & Avery, Boston

First St.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

Office, 115 North

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL E3TATB,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

TOTI a OR API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and FueL
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with ns.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

A. E. WALKER,

8TRONO BLOCK.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

here. Door and Window
screens msde to order.

KXXXXXXXXX1COOOCX500000000SJ

B. A. SLEYSTER

REAL ESTATE-NOTA-RY
Steam Sausage Factory.
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Masonic Building, North Third 8treet.

riRB

INSURANCE.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KT.

MEL1NI

SCREEN TIME
Is

UNDERTA KERS

Secretary Mutual Building Assoelo
at 217 West ftslliro

tlon. Office
avenue.

M.

& EAKIN

Superintendents
Falrrlew
ianta Barbara Cemeteries.

Solo Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.

and

MONUMENTS

Automatic Phone, 199.

201-11- 1

N. Second BL. Both Phones.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
is
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, corner ot Wst
lngton arenua, Albuquerque, N. M.

IE3 3!S ILa 2 35r
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Bel en

ot The Atchison. Topeka

Cui-o- ff

&

Santo Fe Railway

il

Seien. is 81 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, iLos Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
go and
ruid-uc- e
lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake r. t public park and grand old shade trees; pnblls school tout, eoet-- s
churcbes. Commercial club; a population of 1,600 JiSabltante; largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; tbe Belen Patent Poller mill, capacity, 169 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
rtsiamrajK. etc. Belen is tbe largos: ibioping point for wool, Bour, wheat, wine, beans and hay In Centrtl New Mexico. Its importance sp gr at commercial railroad elty In the near future cannot he estimate.

Of

ON ALBUQUER- DIVISION

Accident arc coming back thick
and fast on the Santa Fe coast lines
especially ihe AlbiHiuernue-Wiiislodivision. The latter part of last week
Brakeman J. V. Mrlntyre feu from a
fast moving freight near Holbrook. No
one witnessed the accident, but Mc- llltvre tt'flu miuc..l ulinrflv nftur onH
a search rt vcaled the TifeK ss body
lying usidn the track where it had
irtiion. just now the accident occur
red will d. ubtless" never be known.
One theory advanced is that Mclntyr
wn-i- i
iiuiii jieart disease, tne shuck
coming as the unfortunate man was
walking aloiiR the top of the cars.
Another is Ilia' be
in i.rcume
with hot ami fell from the train as
ine result of a sun
At Hotison last
week
Conductor

Works

O JME 1EM 'SPO

.

ACCIDENTS

Machine

a.

MALL, aroprtator
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; Baaftlmg,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Bahhlt Metal; Columns and Iron front tea
Buildings.
Rep aire on Mining and earn Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east side ot railroad track.
Albrnqnerane, M. ML

Chic-kerln-

J.

Foundry and
at.

209

ONE NIGH1

osier-Miibur-

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

OF

Albuquerque

Auto. Phone 730

Mrs. Bambini,

FOR PUBLICATION.

r--

buis-neB-

Albuquerque Carriage Co

F. B. SCHWENTKER,

Instruction oar, came In from the, LUMBERMAN DYE
west. Saturday and will remain here a:
NOW AT SANTA FE
few days.
E. U. Garnett has been appointed CLOSING CONTRACT FOR JEMEZ
chief cleric to General Manager Nixon
FOREST
RESERVE TIMBER,
cf the Frisco, with offices on the sevRECENTLY PURCHASED.
enth floor of the 'Frisco building.
Ninth and Olive streets, St. Louis.
I. A. Dye, of this city, the lumberwhose bid was accepted by the
Brakeman J. L. Young of Las Vegas man
Is In tne Topeka hospital, being put government for the purchase of
feet of matured timber in the
through a course of treatment for uis
forest reserve, arrived In Santa
back, which was severely hurt in an Jemez
Fe, Thursuay night. He was accomaccident that befell him at
panied by G. A. Kaseman, the deputy
station.
United States marsnal, whose home Is
Thomas Rea, who has been with the also in this city.
Messrs. Dye and Kasemen were In
Southern Pacific, has succeeded Train
Agent Holmes on the run from El conference yesterday with Forest Su
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
Paso to Tucson. Mr. Holmes has re- pervisor Leon F. Kneipp, relative to
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry
signed to go to California, where .he certain phases of the contract. There
Co.
are some details to be straightened
will make his future home.
out before the contract can le signed.
Engine No 1227, one of the engines Mr. Dye has a saw mill located at the
which took part in the Sbn Francisco Manzano.
mountain collision. In which Engineer
"I have not been able to give much
Seagonciollar lost his life, Is Bitting on of my attention to this matter lately,"
THE SHORT LINE
the Santa Fe tracks near the Rail- the lumberman replied, In answer to
FROM
road avenue crossing, and is attract- a question as to what
proposed to
ing much attention.
"My wife died recently and I
do.
haven't completed my plans. I intend
Prof. A. M. Thompson, of the putting In a saw miu and begin
cut
M. O. LLEW'FI.T.YN
United States geographical survey, ting the timber as soon as I possiuiy
(lied In Washington, D. C, aged ti7 can
United States Surveyor General for
To
signed.
contract
after
the
is
There
sew .Mexico.
years, lie was associated with Major are still
fixed,
details
several
be
to
,
Howell, his Urother-ln-lawIn the ex- but every tuing will come out satisfac
St, Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth
PROVE IT ANYTIME.
ploration of the Grand Canyon of the torily.
Colorado, which Is on the Santa Fe,
"It Is my intention to go to St. Louis By the Evidence of Albuquerque Peo.
In Arizona.
AND THE NORTHWEST.
within a week or ten days.
I will
pie.
order
machinery
saw
the
mill
for
the
Geo. Diagoldt, foreman of the local
The dail evidence citizens right
Santa Fe paint shops received word wnile i am there. It will probably here
at home supply is proof sufficient
on Saturday of the death of his fath- be the first of the year, though, be- to satisfy
the greatest skeptic. No
er, who died at Huntington, W Va., fore the mill is up and ready for
j better proof can
be had. Here Is the
It will have a capacity of forty
at the age of 84 years. Mr. DIegoidt thousand
v
v
feet of lumber per day. 1 t n .t . in a u il;
saw his father only a few weekB ago
To
Mrs. J. Hall, of E19 South Ptrot st
to convert most of the timber Isays:
and though hia father was failing expect
mv
"One
of
eiifToroH
danehtera
into
lumber."
CHICAGO,
MINNEAPOLIS,
some then, he thought that the old
In answer to the query as to the from backache for about eight months
gentleman would iive for some time
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
number of men who would be employ- or a year, sometimes it was so bad
.to come.
ed in the lumbering camp, Mr. Dye that she was completely prostrated WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
Superintendent E. J. Gibson of the stated that he had n definite Ideas for a day or so at a time. I read about
iwan s Kianey pins in an Albuauer
coast lines division, arrived In the city yet Just how many would Be required. que
ROCKFORD.
FREEFORT,
newSDBDer
nn1 thniiffhf
th
"I expect to have a large force at
Saturday night In his private car from
The finest train service to the above
vVinslow. If8 corroborated the story work but I have not figured It out yet might help my daughter and we went
a arug store for a box. In a re points; also to New Orleans, Memthat a largd appropriation to be used just how many I will need. There Is to
markably short time the medicine phis, Vlcksburg,
Evansvllle, Ind.;
In enlarging the shops here had been plenty of time for that."
"Will you have a road built into took effect and a little longer stopped Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jackasked for, but added that as yet nothing definite had been learned as to the canyon where the saw mill will be the backache. We are pleased to re- sonville, Fla,, and ell other points in
the south and southeast.
whether or not tne appropriation located?" was the next question fired commend Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
at Mr. Dye.
would be allowed.
Ticket Office, 80S Seventeenth St.,
"Yes, I'll have to have a road of euis.
Co., Buffalo, N
S. P. Miller, the Santa Fe maehinis some kind," he replied, "but that's Y., sole agents for the United States Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
who was reported a few weeks ago another thing that I haven't decided
Remember the name Doan's and
5S
to have unexpectedly fallen heir to yet. Whe.j the details of the sale are take no other.
Commercial Agt
a fortune of $50,000, writes from straightened, it will be time enougn
Brockville, Ont., where he and his to make plans for getting the
wife are visiting, that the story about
him becoming suddenly rich is absolutely false. He will return to Albu
DO YOU KNOW
querque shortly wltn less money than
he had when he left a few weeks ago, That, the day of pianos leing a luxury
has passed, and that they are now a
MORE ORE CARS FOR
If you don't know it call
EL PASO & SOUTHWESTERN. necessity.
The El Paso & Southwestern sys- In at our store, examine our world-famoline of goods, and you will
tem has just placed an order for 500
Is a solid Standard Pullman Electric Lighted train with Indies'
additional steel ore cars of a capacity then understand.
We are sole representatives of
g
Maid. Stenographer, Barber, Bath, and Valet Service, ST. LOUIS to
of 100.000 tons each, which will be
& Sons, Everett, Kimball and
NEW YORK, leaving ST. LOUIS at 1 p. m., and runs every day In
used In hauling ore from the mines at
well known makes.
'
the year via the BIG FOUR ROUTE.
Bisbee to the smelters at Douglas. other
All pianos reduced In crlce for next
The large Increase of tonnage which
The "ONLY TRAIN" from the SOUTHWEST that enters the
days.
the opening of lae many new mines ten THE
City of New York without transfer.
WHITSOX MUSIC CO.
at the great Arizona mining camp has
114 South Second Street.
Other trains leave St. Louis 8:17 a. m., 12 m., and 11:23 p. ra.
made the order necessary.
If you are
The company has now about 500 PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING,
"EAST" write
ore cars on tne work of hauling this
All kinds of work done promptly
ore, but these have been found to be
Inadequate and the number is about and satisfactorily.
Contracts taken.
Traveling
Agent, Dtllat, Texas,
Leave orders at 714 West Tijeras avedoubled by the recent order.
The contract. It Is understood, calls nue.
W. F. WARDWELL.
who will give you the low summer tourist rates now in effect.
for the delivery of the first lot of cars
A Citizen Want ad does the work.
by the first of Ootoher, and the delivery will be regular frin then until the full order has been received
by the company.
Sulz-nach-

ruiiy protects you as to quality, as
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop is in the hands of skilled men and Is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing,
upholstering, trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call.
CORNER

viz:

Both 'phones.

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL.
Any part falling by
means of defective
material or workman- ship will be made good
without expense to the,
owner. Irrespective of(
tlm nt
rrlr Thta
to prices, you can't beat ours on the

15,-46- 0,

of New Mexico.
AMOUNTS

Guarantee

The Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your letter of
the 8th instant, in reference to Policy No.
and will be glad to have your cheque for
value as stated, amounting to Ninecash
the
teen Thousand Three Hundred and Sity-nin- e
Dollars ($19,369) on the first proximo, and am
pleased with the result of your policy.

In Mining Claim Work. Issued
By the Surveyor General

DRY AIR

BALDWIN

This Strong

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 22, 1002.

SURVEY FEES

l.eto bnilseis and

70-fo-

l,O0;

'IL
Tit

FACT

LIMITED EXPHES9. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE Th

lota offered ar

ti txi

mocA

'n the center of the elty, well graded, (many
tor barceat ibop. etc., etc Alio a

yard, drug

Si

ifl JOHN BECKER, Prosidentjj

of them lmprored

Srtt-clas- s

by cultlTatlon)
modern hotel.

;

no sand or graTel.

We need s lnt--e ass

UGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
i

iery. tailor shop, shoe boase Jeweler, plumbing saos.

PrECT;

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE
WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE T"-- E CHOICEST LOTS TO

llr3

salll.

DEEDS.

WM..M, BERGER, Secretary

i
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.
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PERSONAL
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DAY AND WEATHER.

Partly cloudy tonight and Tuesday,
with local thunder showers.

BUY
ttam

A

PAIR OF OUR LOW

SHOES

There is still a lot of hot weather ahead

Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Harsrh are In Gallup "iii Tiiislness ami pleasure.
Miss Isa'jeKe Marnion of I.aguna Is
in the city visiting ami shopping.

Fred Otero and Jo- Sheridan are
spending the day in Beina'ilio.
Major II. H. Waiting returned to the
city tnis illuming from a business
trip south.
Up-to-Da- te
W. II. Sutton, a prominent citizen of
Algodones, was an Albuquerque visitor
over Sunday.
Attorney Chas. Speiss spent Sunday
I
nt.ie city and returned to has Vegas
this morning.
ERY REASONABLE
OUR PRICES ARE
On November 1 the tree delivery of
mail will be established at. Raton, with
1,50
Men's Canvas Oxfords, leather soles $
two carriers.
Men's Vici Kid Oxfords
1.65 to 3.00
J. P. Mitchell, the heavy weight
Men's Velour Calf Oxfords
2.25 to 3.50
mixer of nrinks at the Alvarado buffet has returned from a pleasure trip
- 3.00 to 4.00
Men's Patent Colt Oxfords
to Chicago.
Women's Canvas Oxfords
1.50 to 2.25
Nalior Mirabel, the San Kafalo merWomen's Vici Kid Oxfords
1.65 to 3.00
chant and sheep raiser, is in the city
to
visiting relatives and attending
Women's Patent Kid Oxfords
2.50 to 3.50
business.
1,00 to 2,25
Oxfords for Boys and Girls
There will be a regular meeting of
Alamo Hive, Ladles of the Maccabees,
ttAioirow at 2:30 p. m in Odd Fellows' hall.
Traveling Territorial Auditor Clias.
8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
V. Saffor'd arrived from the south yesterday and was a visitor at the Ilerna-lil- l
When purchased at F. F. Trotter'
county court house today.
grocery store, are sure to feting the
Word reaches the city of the sudright flavor to all dishes Into which den Illness and death of the little
child of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Williams
they enter. This Is because we al- of the Valley ranch en the Pecos.
ways procure the host manufactured.
eher, the Brown's erst"Billy
n
We find out first what brands are re- while first baseman, was down at
yesterday and helped the cut-of- f
liable and personally guarantee them.
town boys defeat Socorro by a score
of 7 to 6.
Hon. Amado Gnaves, assistant superintendent of public instruction, returned to the Capital City last nig.-af- ter
a pleasant visit In the metropolis.
No, 118 and 120 South 8econd street L. J. Hubbell, the Indian trailer
WinJet
at Ganado, is In the city on business.
Mr. Hubbeu Is one of the stalwart
joint stateh:od advocates of Arizona.
MAYNARD
Y.
T.
GEO. W. HICKOX.
Frank nnodes, who will start a new
dry goods store in Silver City alwui.
September 1, passed hrou?h the city
DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
this morilTng en ruite -- asi. Mr.
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSRhodes is on his way to New York
EST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
to "buy goods.
FOR THE CLOCK- - WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
,Mr. and Mrs. Ike Graham anticipate
PLACED IN VHE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOnK FROM OUT
leaving tnis evening on a pleasure
trip to Mr. Graham's old home ai
OF TlWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WA if. TRY US.
Lincoln, III. They win l absent from
New Mexico several weeks.
Hickox-Maynar- d
Rev. J. W. Barron of the Congregational church of tnis city, and Rev.
J. H. Heald of Gallup, exchanged pulNew Mexico's Leading Jewelers
services, Rev.
pits for yesterday's
80UTH SECOND 8TREET.
Barron preaching in the Carbon City
THE ARCH FRONT.
and Rev. Heald preaching here.
Frank Montoya, son of Deputy
Sheriff J. A. Montoya, left last night
for the west in charge of a gang of
workmen destined to work for the
firm of Bright & Dow on the Santa
Fe Pacific.
Attorney H. J. Raynolda returned to
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
the city this morning from a month's .
vacation spent In ..ew oric ana
Mrs. Raynolds, lus mother, remained in Boston.
Mrs. Mary Finch of the Arlington
rooming house, returned from a pleasure trip to Los Angeles this morning
to find hit daughter, Miss Virginia
Finch, very TTI witn typhoid fever at
St. Joseph's hospital.
HARDWARE.
'. D. Siurray, president of the Silank, was in uie
ver Citv National
city between trains tnis morning en
route to Santa Fe. Mr. Murray was
SADDLES
accompanied by A. H. Harllee, a
prominent attorney of Silver City.
CHINA
David Welller has" returned from
Las . egas, where he went last week
GLASSWARE
to arrange to take the management
of the Albuquerque branch house of
PLUMBING
Chas. Ilfeld & Co. Mr. WelTTer took
up the dories of his new position this
morning.
TINNING
Jones, daughter of
Miss Theta-Ph- i
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Jones, returned
last night from Kansas City, v.tiere
she has been the guest of Telative9
for a couple of months. Miss Jones
will resume her studies at the university this winter.
W. T. McCreight. business manager
for The Citizen Publishing company,
left Saturday night on a business trip,
which will carry him to Chicago and
Cleveland and wi.. keep him absent
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
from the city two or .ree 'weeks. Mr.
McCreight expects to return via the
"Choctaw" route.
Mrs. Eduardo Chaves and son, Ped
ro, family of Eduardo
Chaves, the
wool ouyer. leav tomorrow for Los
Angeles, where they will spend a
month enjoying the sea breezes.
Eduardo Chaves, the wool dealer, today consigned 50,0" pounds of scoured wool to the firm of "Mauser &
RAILROAD AVE.
,
1
Avery, Boston, Mass. The price was
not made public.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry. Cut Glass. Clocks. Silverware. We Invite
Tuesday, Augusi 7. the Golden Rule
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
Dry Goods company will give a big

of us and you owe it to yourself to make
your feet comfortable. Our low shoes do
this to perfection. We have a dainty asStyles, from the
sortment of
Cool Canvas to the Full Dress Patent Kid
Oxford, for Men, Women and Children.

-
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Be-le-

F. F. TROTTER

'

The

Co.

,

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

CO.

uos-ton-

HARNESS

ALBUQUERQUE

J

VFMTT

HARDWARE

CO,

Diamond" Palace

JLIlll 1 1

great,

1

saTe'wiilch

cltarance

AUGUST

6,

1&08.

starts

Wednesday. It Is the Intention of the
management to make this clearance
''ale the most memorable In the history of Ainiiquerque.
Seeing a fine set of harness hanging
at the Albuquerque oriek plant south
of this city, some nocturnal wanderer
lust nlfiut decided to borrow it, and
accordingly did so, as
harness was
t
niUslng this morning. A search
aled a collar and part of the harness hid nearby, evidently too heavy
for the thief to make away with, but
the remainder of the set has not yet
been recovered.
Alderman Th:s. Isherwood, of the
Second ward, left this morning for
Chicago and other points east, to be
ai:sent from the city a couple of
weeks. IYom Albuquerque to Chicago, Mr, Isherwovd will accompany
his ni'ce, ..Irs. Walter Adamson, who
passed tnrough the city en route from
Los Angeles to Europe. Mr. Adams is
consulting engineer for an European
mining company. Mrs. Adamson spent
several weeks in Albuquerque l ist fan.

te

OnDisplay and Sale This Week Only

I 00 Dozen Neckties

re-v-

SUPREME PRESIDENT

Bought by Simon Stern in New York City last week

And conceded by him to be the rarest bargain in
ties he has ever bought The lot includes values

as high as $1.00. All the patterns are new and
all the styles the very latest. These four in hand
ties on sale now at
g
g
j

FRA-

TERNAL BROTHERHOOD
VISITING

IN

ALBUQUERQUE, EN

iiiiiiiiiMiinnii

ROUTE TO MONTREAL, TO
NATIONAL FRATERNAL CONGRESS.

Is

in New

an

in

ii

K?y

inn

3 For

James A. Foshay, supr me president
the Fraternal Brotherhood, with
headquarters in
Angeles, Cal.. arrived in the city today and will attend
tile meeting of the locai lodge 01 the
Fiatemial Brotherhood tonight, proceeding to Raion tomorrow where he
will visit the Raton lexlge.
Mr. Foshay, who is en route to Montreal, Canada, io attend the National
Fraternal congress, a joint meemig of
all the fraternal insurance organizations of the United States and Canada,
which opens August 15, will visit a
number f the territorial Fraternal
Brotherhood lodges.
He was very much impressed with
Albuquerque and its surroundings,
and slated that i.e felt gratified to
know that the Brotherhood had such
a strone membership in this citv and
In the territory as well, adding that!
there were now over l.UOii members
of

j rvviawMjiiw

2L

aw Ties & String Ties worth
25c each 2 For 25c

IBM

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Uxico.

PROBATE

COURT

Probate Juuge Jesus Romero held a
session of his court today.
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Dela'ney adopted
as their own child and heir, the 2V2
months old child of Mrs. Lyllian Hart-tu'tt- .
Edward Joseph Lawrence
was the name under which the
child was adopted.
Jenne Girard and Frances Dragoie
were appointed administratrix of the
will of Cljud Girard, deceased, and
gave bond in, the sum'cf $l,0UO.
J. C. Baldridge was appointed executor of the will of Wallace Douglass,
deceased, without bond. B. Ruppe and
N. E. Stevens were appointed appraisers of the estate.

r

The Martha Society of the Lutheran church will hold their coffee a:
the home of Mrs. Stripe. 330 Soutu
Broadway, on Wednesday afternoon.
"Spencer Seedless Apple."
Mr. X. V. Alser of this fitv has
been made the ontral New Mexico
representative of the "Spencer Seedless Apple Company," and Is low
ready to begin booking orders for
fall delivery of young trees.
The
Spencer Seedless Apple, although
something new and unique in the
fruit line. Is i lectin, .! ti li.i-- u mu.
terlal effect on the market within
a few years, as there is a saving of
at least 25 per cent in the apple, besides the saving of labor and time in
preparing u ror use.
The sample
which Mr. Alger has is entirely free
from core, and its superior quality
should appeal to all fruit growers.
The Citizen predicts a large number
of trees will be planted in this valley, ami a large yield for the market
In a very few years.

NEW GOODS

IS North First Street,
Automatic Phono B49

NEW PRICES

between Railroad and Copper
Colorado, Black

let

Hardware, Ranch Supplies, Crockery

Your white shoes can easily be
cleaned and made to look like new by
using Quick White or Blanco dressing, V)c and . 25s per package.' C.
May's Shoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.
ALBUQufcHQUE BOWLING ALLEYS
118 West Gold Avenue.
Enter the competitive high score
contest, rrlzes awarued August 2u
to highest rollers.

NEW STORE

Raabe & Matgei

y

We have made a large purchase of a superior
grade of Enamel ware, including the largest
line and variety of Preserving Pots and Kettles

L

I

Aeents for Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

c

THE MAZE.

Iap robes

73c to S5c
10c to 5c
10c
23c
25c
20c and 35c
Hoof oil
20c
Coll leather washers
05c
Quart bottle linseed oil
25c
Gallon can Ruddy Harvester oil.. 70c
2 cans of carriage grease
25c

whips
Harness oil
Harness dressing
Carriage top dressng
Boston coach till
Buggy

Steel wagon Jacks

$1.C3

THE MAZE.
Wm. Kleke, Prop.
IMPORTED
ON

The Last Week of Our
GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

MQVOAY,

free street parade headed with the
Duke City band, to call attention to

LOCAL AND

MTV

EVENING CITIZEN.

MUNCHEN
DRAUGHT,
AT

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

U3, U5, 117 Sooth First Street

40 J, 403 NorthlFfrst Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

HOF-BRA-

WHITE ELEPHANT.

THE
XXXXXXXX-XXXXX4XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-

A NEW SHOW "EVERY WEEK.

Manager Davis, of the Penny Tar-lo- r,
2
street, ana South Second
nounces a chnnge of program, new
pictures and new songs every Saturday morning. A whole show for a
penny.
1

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

& COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

BIDS FOR PRIVILEGES

1

Boys' Wash Suits Only $!,C0
Boys' Khaki Sailor SuitsJust the thing
for vacation only 75c. Worth $1.50
f 19

CALL AMD SEE THERfl
E. L. WASHBURN CO. 2 22

We at Gold

Seale, bids will be received by the
manager of the Territorial Fair at hi
office. Room 11. Grant block, up to and
including August 15th, for all concessions and privileges, both at the fair
grounds and the new town. This includes bar privileges at fair grounds.
V. F. McCAXNA,

Manager.

Admission free afternoon; evening
15 cents, at Skating Rink.
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
We do It right.
ROUGH DRY,
Imperial Tanndrv Co.
TICKETS

R.R.

AND

60UGHT.

SOLO

EXCHANGED

Association Offlea
Transactions

Cuarantaad

ROSENFIELO'S,

1

18 W. R, R, Ave,

M

ocooooooooooooooo

See Display

in
OurWindow

"

food

yjj

coocccoocooo
215 West Rallroao Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
4XX'XXXXX'XXXX4XXX1XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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